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I.

Introduction

The concept of licensing building contractors, and in particular residential building
contractors, has been the subject of numerous discussions in the Legislature for the past
decade. During the 121st Legislature, the Joint Standing Committee on Business,
Research and Economic Development directed the Commissioner of Professional and
Financial Regulation to conduct a Sunrise Review of LD 1551 “An Act to License Home
Building Contractors and Improvement Contractors.” In his January 2004 sunrise report,
Commissioner Robert Murray recommended against establishing a licensing program for
building contractors. (Attached as Appendix A).
The Commissioner reasoned that any attempt to regulate building contractors must be
preceded by the adoption of a mandatory statewide building code, which is essential to
provide the building and construction trade with a set of minimum standards against
which the work of construction trades could be measured. Further, the Commissioner
concluded that the potential benefit of regulating home contractors through licensing did
not justify the burden associated with home contractor licensing, in terms of both
increased cost to the consumer public and the increased cost to the regulated community.
In the 122nd Legislature, Commissioner Christine Bruenn testified in opposition to LD
1306, a proposal that mirrored the prior bill, LD 1551. She said the issues considered by
Commissioner Murray in concluding that the case had not been made to support a new
licensing program were still relevant, and little had changed. She testified that although
progress toward a mandatory statewide building code had been made, the process was not
complete.
The 123rd Legislature considered LD 1038, a bill similar in most respects to LD 1551 and
LD 1306. LD 1038 was set aside by the Committee in favor of enacting LD 2257,
codified as PL 2007, c. 699, that established the Technical Codes and Standards Board
charged with harmonizing the Maine Model Building Code with existing building codes.
The idea underlying LD 2257 was to set aside plans to license residential contractors to
make significant progress toward developing a mechanism for harmonizing various
existing codes with the International Residential and Building Codes so that builders in
Maine would start to learn and understand the standards with which they might
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eventually be asked to comply. The Technical Codes and Standards Board within the
Department of Public Safety began its work in November 2008.
A separate but related resolve enacted by the 123rd Legislature directed the Department of
Professional and Financial Regulation to study the building and construction environment
as the new board developed and finalized the building code and conflicts between
existing codes and the building code were resolved. The report-back date for the
Department’s study was theoretically set far enough in the future for progress to be
observed and analyzed as a benchmark before any new licensing proposals would be
considered. This report is submitted pursuant to PL 2007 Resolve, c. 219 as amended by
Public Law 2009 c. 261.
Resolved: That the Department of Professional and Financial Regulation shall
study the issue of residential contractor licensing. The department shall include
in its study a review of the various building and energy codes in existence
throughout the State. The department shall report its recommendations for
residential contractor licensing to the joint standing committee of the Legislature
having jurisdiction over business, research and economic development matters no
later than December 1, 2010. The joint standing committee of the Legislature
having jurisdiction over business, research and economic development matters
may submit legislation regarding residential contractor licensing to the First
Regular Session of the 125th Legislature. 1
Most recently, the 124th Legislature considered LD 272, a licensing proposal sponsored
by Representative Bruce MacDonald similar in many respects to LD 1038 but without
references to the Maine Building Code. The original bill was the subject of many
thoughtful committee discussions and significant substantive revisions to address
concerns raised by committee members and interested parties. The revised bill carried
with it the same issues of increased costs for both consumers and contractors present in
prior proposals. The 124th Legislature adjourned without enactment of LD 272, but with
the assurance from the Department of Public Safety that work on the state-wide building
code would continue and adoption of a state-wide building code by the Technical Codes
and Standards Board would occur in June 2010 as required by law.
II.

Methods of Regulation

Regulation of an industry, profession or occupation may take different forms. Some
professions are regulated through implementation of a certification program.
“Certification” is a term that connotes training or an examination process administered
usually by a private trade or professional association at either the state or national level.
Obtaining certification status by the service provider is voluntary. The state has no
1

The resolve makes reference to studying “residential” contractor licensing which has been the subject of
significant discussion by the Business, Research and Economic Development Committee. This report
focuses on residential contractor regulation as a subset of the broader concept of regulation of building
contractors. The policy decisions that must be considered are equally applicable to regulation of building
contractors generally as to regulation of residential contractors specifically.
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enforcement or regulatory role. Certification is used to enhance the stature of those
certified within the profession or occupation. Since certification is voluntary, it would
not prohibit anyone from practicing that profession or occupation. As described,
certification is not typically a state function, and therefore not overseen by a state agency
nor involving any state expense.
In other circumstances, a profession or occupation may be regulated at the local or
municipal level. Many states regulate occupations, particularly those related to
construction or construction-related occupations, including building contractors, at the
municipal level. Municipalities are well situated to issue permits, perform inspections
and enforce ordinances passed by cities and towns for the safety of residents. Some
municipalities in other states issue local licenses and enforce the requirements associated
with obtaining that license.
“Licensure” is a designation used to describe the highest level of state regulation.
Typically, the state grants licensure to an individual who has complied with a
legislatively mandated set of minimum educational, experiential, and training and
competency standards, and has paid the required licensing fee. Regulation through
licensure encompasses the setting of eligibility standards, examination requirements, and
a process to resolve consumer complaints. The complaint process typically involves
investigation of complaints and a disciplinary process whereby the licensing authority
imposes discipline in situations where the licensee has violated state law. Effective
licensing programs that protect the public require the existence of a clear threat to human
health or safety, and a mechanism for protecting the public from that defined threat. The
foundations for a licensure program typically include adoption of minimum standards and
a clearly defined statutory scope of practice. This level of state regulation carries with it
the highest level of state expense. The total cost of the program becomes the basis for a
statutory fee cap, and license fees established through the Administrative Procedures Act
rulemaking process.
Licensing professions and occupations at the state level is typically reserved for
professions and occupations that have the potential for the greatest harm to the public in
the absence of state action. Because it requires state involvement, state level licensing is
expensive and carries with it the heaviest burden, both financially and economically, for
those individuals subject to its requirements. In Maine, state regulation of occupations
and professions is generally reserved for those professions that involve public trust being
placed in the hands of professionals in areas in which the lay person might not be able to
distinguish between an ethical, competent practitioner and an unethical or incompetent
practitioner.
III.

Regulation of Residential Building Contractors

With respect to the status of residential building contractors, a number of incremental
steps have already been taken to protect the public from potential harm.
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Trade associations representing building contractors have formed effective voluntary
certification programs in which contractors participate. In addition, state agencies offer
voluntary certification programs, including a voluntary certification program
administered by the Department of Environmental Protection to certify contractors on
erosion control practices; and by the Department of Health and Human Services, Division
of Environmental Health to certify septic system installers. Private organizations offer
certification programs such as the program offered by the Maine Concrete Technicians
Certification Board to certify individuals who test qualities of concrete; by building
material manufacturers and suppliers to train contractors in the intended use of their
products; and by the Midcoast Builders Alliance and the Maine Home Builders and
Remodelers Association for members relating to building and structural issues. Also,
Maine community colleges routinely offer building trade training.
The Attorney General’s Office has reviewed and revised the consumer education
information posted on its website and has updated its Consumer Law Guide to provide
more effective guidance about how to identify an ethical and competent residential
building contractor. The Attorney General’s Office has also updated the standard
contract required by the Home Construction Contract Act in Title 10 to more effectively
protect the financial and property interests of consumers.
The Maine Municipal Association has provided information with respect to considerable
efforts of municipalities to regulate construction practices of the residential contractors.
It asserts that “More than 70 municipalities, encompassing over half of the state
population, have adopted building codes governing the construction of residential
property. Furthermore, most of these municipalities employ professional staff that
inspects completed construction for compliance with the building code.” 2
Another effective form of state regulation of residential construction to protect the public
interest is the adoption of a state-wide building code which resulted from the passage of a
state law requiring the establishment of the Technical Codes and Standards Board within
the Department of Public Safety (PL 2007, c. 699). In 2008, the Board embarked on a
public process to adopt various residential and commercial building codes for the state as
a whole and harmonize those with existing state-wide safety and installation codes in
related construction areas. Throughout the process of adopting and harmonizing codes
under the heading of the Maine Uniform Building and Energy Code (“MUBEC”),
individuals and companies involved in the construction industry in Maine provided
important input and have now been become focused on how enforcement of the new
codes will affect their business plans and improve the housing stock in Maine. The
public harmonization and adoption process has drawn needed attention of municipal
officials across the state that are working to determine training needs for municipal
inspectors and building officials who will eventually be involved in local inspections of
construction in their jurisdictions for compliance with the MUBEC.

2

DPFR Sunrise report on LD 1551, p. 14.
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IV.

Maine Uniform Building and Energy Code (MUBEC)

The Maine Uniform Building and Energy Code was formally adopted by the Technical
Codes and Standards Board on June 1, 2010. Maine towns with a population of 2,000
and over now have the option of implementing MUBEC effective June 1, 2010 or,
continuing to observe an existing locally adopted building code until December 1, 2010.
However, effective December 1, 2010, all Maine towns and cities must apply and comply
with the provisions of the Maine Uniform Building and Energy Code and its component
standards.
As described by the Technical Codes and Standards Board, the MUBEC is comprised of
the four international building codes: 1) International Residential Code (2009); 2)
International Building Code (2009); 3) International Existing Building Code (2009); and
4) International Energy Conservation Code (2009).
The following standards are adopted as additional components of the Code:
A. The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers,
Standards (ASHRAE)
1) 62.1 - 2007 (Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality); 2) 62.2 - 2007
(Ventilation and Acceptable Indoor Air Quality in Low-Rise Residential
Buildings); and 3) 90.1 - 2007 (Energy Standard for Buildings except Low-Rise
Residential Buildings) editions without addenda.
B. E-1465-2006, Standard Practice for Radon Control Options for the Design and
Construction of New Low- Rise Residential Buildings
The following existing installation and safety codes are also in effect:
National Electrical Code
National Fire Code
Flammable Liquids Code
Fuel Gas Code
Life Safety Code
Oil Burner Code
Plumbing Code
Floodplain Regulations
Shoreland Zoning Regulations
Sprinkler Codes

NFPA 3 70
NFPA 1
NFPA 30
NFPA 54
NFPA 101
NFPA 31
Maine State Internal Plumbing Code
Local Municipal Regulation
NFPA 13, 13D & 13R

The Technical Codes and Standards Board was granted authority in the 2008 law to
review available building codes and adopt all or portions of those codes. Some codes
were not adopted in their entirety as noted by the board in its adoption documents.
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National Fire Protection Association
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For the first time in state history, Maine has a state-wide mandatory building code. The
final effective date of the code is December 1, 2010. Enforcement of the code will be
phased in so the impact of having adopted a state-wide building code will not be known
for several years. See, http://www.maine.gov/dps/bbcs/
V.

Training Opportunities in MUBEC

An important component of preparing for adoption of a state-wide building code is the
development of effective training modules for individuals who will inspect and evaluate
building plans and construction quality. The Technical Codes and Standards Board
within DPS has partnered with the State Planning Office to redesign the existing SPO
training and certification program for code officials. Pursuant to the provisions of the
MUBEC, local code enforcement and building officials are required to be appropriately
trained and certified to carry out the mandate of the original law. The State Planning
Office staff, in conjunction with Technical Board staff, adopted training rules during a
public process that garnered comments from the code enforcement and construction
communities with suggestions for making training material more effective.
The State Planning Office Code Enforcement Officer Training and Certification program
schedule has been announced. The schedule of training workshops for code and building
officials, as well as third-party inspectors, in the following standards has now been
announced: residential building code, commercial building code, residential energy code,
indoor residential ventilation code, and indoor commercial ventilation code.
Instructors have been presenting periodic workshops during November and December at
community college locations across the state covering: 1) statutory requirements of the
Maine Uniform Building and Energy Code; 2) code purposes and organization; 3)
applicable state laws, review and permitting; 4) report procedure; 5) occupancy approval
requirements; and 6) inspection and enforcement techniques. Anyone may register and
pay to attend these workshops, however, code enforcement officials and building officials
who are municipal employees may attend at no cost. (see
www.maine.gov/spo/ceo/index.htm).
At the present time, specific MUBEC training for residential building contractors on the
IRC (2009 version) has not been planned. Although the State Planning Office has
notified building and construction-related groups and associations about the adoption and
effective date of the Maine Uniform Building and Energy Code, SPO is not required to
provide training to any groups other than code enforcement officials and individuals
seeking to become certified as third-party inspectors.
VI.

Policy Questions To Be Addressed

The Department of Professional and Financial Regulation’s 2004 Sunrise Report on LD
1551 focused on three key foundational issues that would need to be addressed and
resolved before a licensure program for building contractors should be considered. The
first was the lack of a mandatory state-wide building code by which to measure quality of
construction. As noted in prior sections of this report, the adoption of the Maine Uniform
6

Building and Energy Code and related standards is now an on-going process and will
eventually determine what entities will be responsible for enforcing the provisions of the
MUBEC.


Defining the Objective of State Licensure

The Business, Research and Economic Development Committee has heard public
testimony about the quality of residential construction as well as about the financial
conduct and business practices of contractors. Should a state licensure program regulate
the quality of construction work or the business practices of building contractors?
Should a state licensure program encompass both objectives? How would a proposal
address both objectives?
Measuring the quality of construction may be addressed by a mandatory state building
code. However, a building code does not address ethical and honest business practices.
Some states have combined contractor licensing programs with other components of a
remedial program which requires disclosure of financial information as a condition of
licensure and in some cases, to provide consumer remedies. These licensure models
clearly increase costs associated with the program.
o Licensure of residential contractors that includes the imposition of financial
requirements on residential contractors: Some states require a demonstration of
financial stability and net worth as a condition of licensure.
o Licensure of residential contractors that includes a provision for a homeowner
restitution fund: Some states have established a restitution account funded by an
assessment on each licensed contractor.
o Licensure of residential contractors that includes a subcontractor recovery fund.
These and other combinations can be found in other states. As noted, the more complex
the program, the more state expense is involved. However, until the basic policy
objectives of a licensure program are established, the total costs of any program are
speculative, at best.


Defining Scope of Practice

The second key foundational issue that must be resolved is the “scope of practice” for
any defined group of individuals that may be regulated. The statutory scope of practice
provision is the hallmark of licensing statutes for all regulated professions and
occupations. A profession or occupation’s “scope of practice” indicates to the public
which services will require the service provider to have obtained a state license and, to
the contrary, which services will not require a license.
The licensing proposals considered to date have failed to adequately define a specific
scope of practice for residential home contractors. LD 1551 would have required
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licensure of a “home contractor” which included any person who undertakes, offers to
undertake or submits a bid to build a dwelling or perform any home improvement.
However, the bill did not define which specific services performed by a home contractor
are included in the “building” or “improving” of a dwelling.
Some proposals would have exempted a subcontractor providing window installation for
a home contractor from licensure; however, the same subcontractor would have to obtain
a license if he or she provided the same window installation service to a consumer
directly. Thus, it would have been the relationship between a service provider and the
consumer on a given day that would determine whether a license is required, rather than
the actual service or conduct itself.
To date, the various licensing proposals have failed to define in specific terms the activity
that would require a state license. Some proposals have focused on whether “home
improvement” should be defined to include the “structural repair, renovation or
rehabilitation of construction or an addition to a dwelling.” Is this definition limited to
what is generally thought of as carpentry work? If so, what is the definition and scope of
practice for a carpenter? The definition in other proposals also includes “the removal,
repair, replacement or installation of roofing, siding, insulation, windows or chimneys.”
Does this mean that a person working on a foundation is not required to be licensed?
What about drywallers, floor covering installers or other specialty service providers?
What specific range of services is included in each category? Does “roofing” include
replacing both boards and shingles or just shingles?
Without a clear statutory scope of practice adopted by the Legislature, neither potential
licensees nor the public will be able to determine under what circumstances a license
would be required. Regulation of a profession is a policy determination to be made by
the Legislature. More specifically, defining the actual conduct which will require a state
license should be made by the Legislature.


Identifying Program Costs and Sources of Funding

A third seminal issue that has not been resolved is the source of funding for any form of
new regulation. The cost of regulating a profession is typically borne by the licensees in
that profession through the payment of dedicated license fees. A typical licensing
program will build into the established license fee the direct costs of examination
development and administration, dedicated personnel and associated equipment, as well
as overhead costs including rent, legal service, and technology and staff, depending on
whether the program is located in a state agency or a private organization.
As noted previously, because prior licensing proposals have lacked specificity in defining
what types of conduct would be regulated and under what specific circumstances, it is
almost impossible to project either the number of potential licensees or the total cost of
the regulatory program. Clearly, the important policy decisions about goals and
objectives of licensing drive the costs associated with a regulatory program. Until those
policy determinations are made, the costs cannot be determined. State licensing
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programs are expensive to administer. Those costs would be imposed on licensees in the
form of license fees and to the public in the form of increased construction costs.


Understanding the Consequences of Imposing New License Requirements

Effective licensing statutes are the product of public policy discussions when a need to
protect citizens from a certain group of businesses or individuals who offer professional
services for compensation is clearly identified. Policy makers must balance the positive
and negative consequences of imposing new license requirements on an industry whose
financial stability impacts the state’s financial and economic status.
When a licensing proposal is implemented and licensing requirements are imposed, many
individuals and companies now doing business will not meet minimum standards and
qualifications. Depending on how broadly the Committee views the necessary scope of
licensure, many individuals who would not meet basic licensing standards will be
prohibited from engaging in their current occupation. Is the existing economic climate in
Maine strong enough to withstand the consequences of imposing new license
requirements on individuals and businesses? In an economic climate in which some
businesses are struggling under existing regulatory requirements in various areas, new
regulatory programs must be evaluated in light of existing regulations affecting the same
individuals and businesses. The mandatory nature of the Maine Uniform Building and
Energy Code, standing alone, may be as much regulation as the economic and business
environment can withstand.
VII.

Recommendation

These are important policy considerations. The answers will determine the need for and
breadth of any future licensing program. If every individual who performs any home
improvement work with or without a contract is required to obtain a state license, the
resulting program could include a group of more than 12,000 individuals. 4 If a program
that imposes new licensing requirements on 12,000 individuals and businesses is
perceived as too broad, then what subcategory of that 12,000 would it be more
appropriate to license to avoid perceived harm to the public?
To the extent that these issues remain unresolved, meaningful discussion by the
Legislature of whether regulation in this area should occur, and if so, what specific
regulatory options should be considered remains difficult. Answers to the key policy
questions discussed above should inform the decisions of policy makers only after a
decision is made by the Legislature that additional regulation of building contractors,
beyond those measures already in place, is necessary to protect the public.

4

Appendix D, DPFR Sunrise Review Report, “Economic Impact Analysis of Proposed Home Contractor
Regulation, pgs 8, 10, 18. Planning Decisions, Inc. was engaged by the Office of the Attorney General to
provide an economic impact analysis of LD 1551. 1997 US Census Reports for Maine were used by
Planning Decisions. 2002 US Census Reports for Maine provide updated statistics.
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If the Committee determines that, as a policy matter, it desires to move toward
development of a regulatory program for residential and/or commercial builders, the
Department stands ready to assist in that effort with information and staff expertise, as
needed. Any proposal to regulate in this area should clearly state the Committee’s policy
determinations and reflect the Committee’s policy objectives.
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Report
Of the Commissioner of Professional and Financial Regulation
To the Joint Standing Committee on Business, Research and Economic
Development

Sunrise Review of L.D. 1551
“An Act to License Home Building and Home Contractors”

January 1, 2004

John Elias Baldacci
Governor

Robert E. Murray, Jr.
Commissioner

Section I.
A.

PREFACE

Factors that Complicate Sunrise Review of LD 1551

This report differs in many respects from the standard sunrise report that typically
follows a legislative proposal that creates a new licensing program for a previously
unregulated profession. LD 1551, “An Act to License Home Building and Home
Contractors,” was introduced during the first regular session of the 121 st session. The
Business, Research and Economic Development Committee held a hearing on the bill in
April, 2003 and subsequently voted to carry the bill over to the next Legislative Session.
The Committee further directed the Department to conduct sunrise review on the bill
pursuant to Title 5, Section 12015, and to submit a sunrise report to the Committee for its
consideration by January 1, 2004.
At the same time the Committee voted to carry over LD 1551, it also voted to merge the
concepts contained in LD 401 (adoption of a national plumbing code) , LD 688 (adoption
of a state rehabilitation code) and LD 1025 (creation of a state building code office) into
LD 1025 and carry LD 1025 over to the Second Regular Session. It was the Committee’s
hope that the break between legislative sessions would provide groups and individuals
interested in various aspects of these bills to develop consensus that would assist the
Committee in identifying public support for a standardized building code and for a
licensing progr am for building contractors.
Between April and September 2003 two separate working groups emerged. The first
group identified itself as the “Building Code Working Group ” and was comprised of
local code enforcement officials, industry and code representatives, state officials,
representatives of the insurance community and a variety of other interested parties and
met on a periodic basis to discuss the pros and cons of various building codes that could
be adopted and used in Maine. The findings of the Building Code Working Group are
contained in a Report dated October 8, 2003. The report identifies the International
Residential Building Code (IRC) as the building code preferred by many, but not all,
participants. The report makes it clear, however, that the group did not address certain
issues considered critical to the success and effectiveness of any adopted state building
code. Critical issues that remain unresolved are 1) whether if adopted; the building code
would be a mandatory or a voluntary; 2) whether the building code would be enforced at
the local or state level; and 3) how any enforcement of an adopted code would be funded.
A second working group formed on an informal basis at the suggestion of the staff of the
Attorney General’s office and identified itself as the LD 1551 “Stakeholder Group.” The
objective of the group was to further debate and discuss the pros and cons of licensing
residential building contractors and the merits of alternative approaches to regulation.
The stakeholder group included residential builders, commercial builders, professional
associations representing builders and contractors, representatives of insurance
companies, lumber companies and municipalities and towns. Over the course of three
months of periodic me etings, a number of revisions to the original bill were discussed;
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however, it is apparent that consensus was not reached on many critical issues that form
the foundation of an effective licensing program.
Having reviewed all available documentation from the Building Code Working Group
and the LD 1551 Stakeholder Group, as well as the information received as a result of the
Department’s sunrise review process, it is the Department’s view that meaningful sunrise
review is more difficult than usual because three key foundational or seminal issues have
not been resolved. Only after the three issues discussed below are resolved by the
Legislature can the Department’s sunrise review provide meaningful analysis and
recommendations.
1.

Established Statewide Building Code

In the context of developing a licensing requirement for any occupation or profession,
one of the seminal issues to determine is the standard the licensing board must apply in
measuring the licensees’ level of competency. The threshold foundational issue critical
to the question of licensing of home contractors is the absence of agreement or consensus
on whether a state-wide building code should be adopted. In the Department’s view, a
state building code provides such a standard by which the public would be able to
evaluate the conduct of potential licensees of a regulatory program. Without an adopted
state building code that is understood by all parties who might be subject to licensing
requirements, and which is enforced in a consistent manner, the state does not have the
tools to advance its singular objective of protecting the public. The adoption of a
statewide building code is also a pre-requisite to any consideration of a state licensing
program. All professions and occupations that are regulated by the State rely on
statutorily-defined scopes of practice and technical codes and standards to measure or
evaluate the conduct of licensees.
The Department is aware that adoption of any state wide building code has been
extensively debated for several years at the local level as well as by the Legislature. The
questions of which code would be best for Maine and how the chosen code would be
implemented and enforced continues to be a contentious issue on which complete
consensus has not been reached. Although progress has been made, the conditional
language and recommendations of the Building Code Working Group in its Final Report
are evidence of the lack of full agreement on these issues.
Nonetheless, whether to adopt a statewide building code is a foundational issue that must
be addressed and resolved. If left unresolved, disagreement surrounding code issues will
become a barrier to meaningful consideration of any form of contractor regulation by the
Legislature. The absence of a mandatory statewide building code implemented and
enforced either at the local level or at the state level, we believe precludes consideration
of licensure of home building contractors
2. Statutory Scope of Practice
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The second key foundational issue that must be resolved is the “scope of practice” for
any defined group of individuals that may be regulated. The statutory scope of practice
provision is the hallmark of licensing statutes for all regulated professions and
occupations. The scope of practice indicates to the public which services they seek will
require the service provider to have obtained a state license and, to the contrary, which
services will not require a license. The original version of LD 1551 would require
licensure of a “home contractor” which includes any person who undertakes, offers to
undertake or submits a bid to build a dwelling or perform any home improvement.
However, the bill does not define which specific services performed by a home contractor
are included in the “b uilding” or “improving” of a dwelling.
Suggestions for amendments to LD 1551 made by the Stakeholder Group are equally
unclear in terms of describing the actual conduct or activity that requires a license. For
example, revised LD 1551 exempts a subcontractor providing window installation for a
home contractor from licensure; however, the same subcontractor would have to obtain a
license if he or she provided the same window installation service to a consumer directly.
Thus, it is the relationship between a service provider and the consumer on a given day
that determines whether a license is required, rather than the actual service or conduct
itself.
In addition, the definition of “home improvement” includes the “structural repair,
renovation or rehabilitation of construction or an addition to a dwelling.” Is this
definition limited to what is generally thought of as carpentry type work? If so, what is
the definition and scope of practice for a carpenter? The definition also includes “the
removal, repair, replacement or installation of roofing, siding, insulation, windows or
chimneys.” Does this mean that a person working on a foundation is not required to be
licensed? What about drywallers, floor covering installers or other specialty service
providers? What specific range of services is included in each category? Does “roofing”
include replacing both boards and shingles or just shingles?
Without a clear statutory scope of practice adopted by the Legislature, neither potential
licensees nor the public will be able to determine under what circumstances a license will
be required. Currently, neither LD 1551 nor sugge sted changes to LD 1551 set forth in
clear practical terms the specific conduct or activity that triggers licensing requirements.
At the outset, regulation of a profession is the Legislature’s determination. More
specifically, defining the actual conduct which will require such regulation, should not be
delegated to a licensing board through the board’s rulemaking process.
3. Identified Funding Source
A third seminal issue that has not been resolved is the source of funding for any form of
regulation. The cost of regulating a profession is typically borne by the licensees in that
profession through the submission of dedicated license fees. In addition to licensing
individual contractors, LD 1551 contemplates a required permitting and inspection
process for each construction project but fails to identify a funding source other than
“licensing fees” paid by “licensees.” A typical licensing program will build into the
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license fee the direct costs of examination development and administration, dedicated
personnel and associated equipment, as well as shared overhead costs including rent,
legal service, and technology and shared staff. The permitting and inspection functions
required by LD 1551 would not typically be included in the administrative cost of the
licensing program. Those costs are not addressed in either the original bill or the revised
bill.
As noted previously, the fact that the bill lacks specificity in defining what types of
conduct would be regulated and under what specific circumstances makes it almost
impossible to project both the number of potential licensees, and the total cost of the
regulatory program. Comments of interested parties on this point are evidence of the lack
of consensus on the objective of LD 1551. The Maine Municipal Association, for
example, projects the costs of a regulatory program to be approximately $3 million
annually, based on the number of licensees it foresees. The Attorney General’s
consultant projects the cost of the program at $8 million based on one required inspection
for each of approximately 80,000 housing projects performed annually by an estimated
12,000 licensees. LD 1551 requires a series of three inspections per housing project
which would put the actual cost of the program at $24 million annually.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Given the factors including the on- going simultaneous discussions of various informal
working groups on different but interrelated topics, the likelihood of the introduction of
amendments to LD 1551, and the lack of consensus on interpretation of provisions in
either the original bill or a revised bill, the question of whether and how building
contractors should be regulated has become a moving target. To the extent that these
seminal issues remain unresolved, meaningful discussion by the Legislature of whether
regulation in this area should occur, and if so, what specific regulatory options should be
considered remains difficult. Nonetheless, even though normally not part of a typical
sunrise review report, the following section attempts to outline the spectrum of options or
potential regulatory approaches which the Legislature could consider with regard to the
issue of home contractor regulation in general.

B.

Regulatory Options

LD 1551 focuses exclusively on licensing of home building contractors to provide new
remedies for consumers who have expressed frustration with the business practices and
work product of the contractors with whom they have established business relationships.
Licensing is only one of several regulatory options. These following options are
organized in terms of degree of regulatory burden, from least burdensome to most
extensive.
•
No change: This option leaves in place current licensing programs for certain
regulated trades including plumbing, electrical installation, the work of oil burner
technicians, propane and natural gas technicians, architects, and engineers. Various
related safety and installation codes have been adopted at both the state and at the
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municipal level. However, building codes adopted at the municipal level cover
approximately 52 percent of the state’s population, and provide for permitting, inspection
and enforcement at the local level.
.
•
Certification: “Certification” is a regulatory term that connotes a training and/or
an examination process typically administered by a private trade or professional
association for the benefit of its members. Obtaining certification status by the service
provider is voluntary. The state has no enforcement or regulatory role. Certification is
used to enhance the competency and/or stature of those certified within the profession or
occupation. A contractor certification program could require an agency to administer an
examination that would cover both construction-related subject matter and basic business
management and law and certify those who passed. Since certification would be
voluntary, it would not prohibit anyone from practicing as a general contractor. The
certification program might be most effective if combined with the adoption of a
statewide building code, with the exam testing the applicants’ knowledge of the code.
As described, certification is not typically a state function; and therefore, if not overseen
by a state agency, no state expense would be incurred.
•
Registration: The regulatory term “registration” implies that certain essential
information about an identified group of individuals and entities is gathered and compiled
by the state so that the public has some way of contacting the registrant if necessary.
Registration is marked by the payment of a registration fee by the registrant but does not
carry with it a set of standards or qualifications that must be met by the registrant before
the registration is issued. It is usually the lowest level of regulation implemented by a
state. In this context contractors could be required to register as a pre-requisite to
practicing in the state. Registration would be mandatory but could be limited to
contractors or extended to include specialty trades. Registration could be instituted as a
preliminary step in a phased- in licensure program, or it could constitute an end in itself.
Because registration is a function of the state, all costs associated with the registration
program would be passed on to the registrants in the form of registration fees that would
cover the cost of the program. These costs would include the direct costs of the program,
including dedicated personnel costs as well as shared overhead costs that would include
the cost of rent, technology and legal service.
•
Licensure : Licensure is a designation used to describe the highest level of state
regulation. Typically, the state grants licensure to an individual who has complied with a
legislatively mandated set of minimum educational, experiential, and training and
competency standards, and has paid the required licensing fee. Regulation through
licensure encompasses the setting of eligibility standards, examination requirements, and
a complaint process to resolve consumer complaints. The complaint process typically
involves investigation of complaints and a disciplinary process whereby the licensing
authority imposes discipline in situations where the licensee has violated state law or
board rule. Effective licensing programs that protect the public require a clear public
threat and a mechanism for protecting the public from that defined threat. The
foundations for a licensure program almost always include adoption of minimum
standards and a clearly defined statutory scope of practice. This level of state regulation
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carries with it the highest level of state expense. The total cost of the program becomes
the basis for a statutory fee cap, and license fees established through the Administrative
Procedures Act rulemaking process.
Within the category of “licensure,” several sub-options might be considered, again, from
least burdensome to most complex:
o Licensure of roofers: Between 2000 and 2002, the Attorney General’s Office
reported that 107 of 457 or 23% of construction-related consumer concerned
roofing.
o Licensure of contractors combined with registration of roofers (See “Registration”
description above)
o Licensure of residential contractors and specified specialty construction trades
•
Licensure Plus : Some states have combined contractor licensing programs with
other components of a remedial program which provide disclosure of financial
information as a condition of licensure and in some cases, to provide consumer remedies.
These licensure models clearly increase costs associated with the program.
o Licensure of residential contractors that includes financial requirements imposed
on residential contractors Some states require a demonstration of financial
stability and net worth as a condition of licensure.
o Licensure of residential contractors that includes provision for a homeowner
restitution fund
o Licensure of residential contractors that includes a subcontractor recovery fund.
These and other combinations can be found in other states. As noted, the more complex
the program, the more state expense is involved. However, until the basic elements of the
desired program are established, the total costs of any program are speculative, at best.

C. Department’s Responsibility pursuant to the Sunrise statute
Consideration of any particular option discussed above will not be useful unless and until
the three seminal issues previously outlined are resolved. The Department, however, is
obligated to present its analysis of the statutory evaluation criteria pursuant to the
Committee’s directive to conduct an independent assessment of LD 1551 as presented.
Despite the complicating factors surrounding the bill, and the lack of clarity as to the
bill’s specific purpose, Section II of this report sets forth the more formal “sunrise
review.”
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Section II. Sunrise Report on LD 1551 “An Act to License Home
Building and Improvement Contractors
Introduction:
Under current Maine law, building contractors are not required to obtain a state license to
conduct business in the state. LD 1551, “An Act to License Home Building and
Improvement Contractors,” was considered by the Joint Standing Committee on
Business, Research and Economic Development (“the Committee”) during the First
Regular Session of the 121st Legislature. The proposed legislation as printed would
require building contractors of residential structures to obtain a license from the State and
would establish a licensing board within the Department of Professional and Financial
Regulation to regulate residential building contractors. In addition, the bill provides for
adoption by the board of the International Residential Code as Maine’s state-wide
building code. The Committee held a public hearing on LD 1551 and subsequently voted
to carry the bill over to the Second Regular Session of the 121st Legislative Session to
allow “sunrise review” to take place.
As noted in Section I of this report, after the First Regular Session ended, an informal
group of interested parties led by representatives of the Attorney General’s Office met
periodically between June and September, 2003 to attempt to further debate and discuss
the pros and cons of licensing residential building contractors and the merits of
alternative approaches to regulation. The informal group of stakeholders included
residential builders, commercial builders, professional associations representing builders
and contractors, representatives of insurance companies, representatives of lumber
companies and representatives of municipalities and towns. The Department is not aware
of the existence of an official amended version of LD 1551. For this reason, and because
the public at large is aware only of the existence of LD 1551 as originally presented, this
assessment is confined to the provisions of the original bill.

A.

Sunrise Review

Pursuant to 5 MRSA § 12015(3), “sunrise review” must be undertaken whenever
proposed legislation would license or otherwise regulate an occupation or profession that
is not currently regulated in order to determine whether such regulation is necessary to
protect the health, safety, and welfare of the public.
The sunrise review process consists of applying the evaluation criteria established by
statute, 32 MRSA § 60-J, to the proposed system of regulation to determine whether the
occupation or profession should be regulated.
Under the law, the sunrise review process may be conducted in one of three ways:
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1. The Joint Standing Committee of the Legislature considering the proposed
legislation may hold a public hearing to accept information addressing the
evaluation criteria;
2. The Committee may request the Commissioner of Professional and Financial
Regulation to conduct an independent assessment of the applicant’s answers to
the evaluation criteria and report those findings back to the committee; or
3. The Committee may request that the Commissioner establish a technical review
committee to assess the applicant’s answers and report its finding to the
commissioner.

Copies of 5 MRSA § 12015(3) and a summary of the sunrise review process are included
in Appendix A.

B.

Charge from Committee

In a memorandum dated May 16, 2003, the Joint Standing Committee on Business,
Research and Economic Development requested that the Commissioner of Professional
and Financial Regulation conduct an independent assessment of LD 1551, “An Act to
License Home Building and Improvement Contractors,” in accordance with the state’s
sunrise review procedures and submit a report of findings to the Committee by January 1,
2004. A copy of the committee’s request is attached as Appendix B.

C.

Independent Assessment by Commissioner

The requirements for an independent assessment by the commissioner are set forth in 32
MRSA § 60-K. The commissioner is required to apply the specified evaluation criteria
set forth in 32 MRSA § 60-J to responses and information submitted to, or collected by,
the commissioner. 1 After conducting the independent assessment, the commissioner must
submit a report to the committee setting forth recommendations, including any draft
legislation necessary to implement the report’s recommendations.
The commissioner’s report to the Joint Standing Committee on Business, Research and
Economic Development must contain an assessment as to whether answers to the
evaluation criteria are sufficient to support some form of regulation. In addition, if there
is sufficient justification for some form of regulation, the report must recommend an
agency of state government to be responsible for the regulation and the level of regulation
to be assigned to the applicant group. Finally, the recommendations must reflect the least
1

In conjunction with its solicitation of written comments, the Department publicized and held a public
meeting of interested parties at the Gardiner Annex on October 15, 2003 to allow participants to
supplement their written submissions and provide new information. A list of participants at the public
meeting is attached as Appendix C.
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restrictive method of regulation consistent with the public interest. Copies of 32 MRSA
§§ 60-J and 60-K are included in Appendix A.

D.

Evaluation Criteria

As part of the independent assessment process, the commissioner must review the
responses to the evaluation criteria submitted by the “applicant group ” seeking licensure.
In the absence of a typical applicant group, the Department has considered the input of all
individuals and groups that submitted a written submission or participated orally at the
October 15th public meeting.
The department’s analysis is structured utilizing the evaluation criteria set forth in 32
MRSA § 60-J, and is presented in this report as follows:
1. The evaluation criteria, as set forth in the statute;
2. A summary of the responses submitted by interested parties ; and
3. The department’s independent assessment of the response to the evaluation
criteria.

Evaluation Criterion #1: Data on group proposed for regulation. A description of
the professional or occupational group proposed for re gulation, including the
number of individuals or business entities that would be subject to regulation; the
names and addresses of associations, organizations and other groups representing
the practitioners; and an estimate of the number of practitioners in each group.
Responses:
Information submitted by the Attorney General’s Office indicates that under the broadest
interpretation of LD 1551, as many as 12,000 individuals and companies would be
required to obtain a state license to offer construction and improvement services for
dwellings. 2 LD 1551 defines “home contractor” to mean a person who “undertakes,
offers to undertake or submits a bid to build a dwelling or perform any home
improvement.” Alternatively, the Attorney General’s Office suggests that a more limited
interpretation of the bill might produce a licensee pool of about 10,500. This figure
would not include “do- it-yourselfers” and subcontractors who work for general
contractors.
The trade or professional organizations represent some portion of the potential licensees
include the following: Maine Homebuilders and Remodelers Association (120-150
members), Mid-Coast Builders Alliance (100 members in mid-coast region), and
Associated Constructors of Maine.
2

Economic Impact Analysis of Proposed Home Contractor Regulation,” issued by Planning Decisions,
Inc., page 4. (Attached as Appendix D).
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Department assessment:
As noted in the Introduction, subsequent to the Committee’s decision to carry over LD
1551 to allow for sunrise review, the Attorney General’s Office continued to organize
meetings of parties that had expressed interest in participating in further discussions of
the bill and its impact on the public, on the interested parties and on the business
community. During these meetings, questions were raised and debated with regard to
the meanings of the core definitions that under normal circumstances would provide the
basis for estimating the size of the licensee pool.
In part because the bill does not define the actual conduct or “scope of practice” that
would require licensure, the number of potential licensees that may be subject to
regulation cannot be reasonably estimated. In the absence of clear statutory definitions of
the specific conduct and activity that would delineate the potential regulated community,
and to avoid unproductive speculation, the Department relies on information provided the
Attorney General’s Office on this criterion. Planning Decisions, Inc. is a consulting firm
retained by the Attorney General’s Office to provide a cost/benefit analysis for purposes
of sunrise review. In its report, Planning Decisions indicates that “approximately 12,000
firms doing nearly $1.8 billion in sales could fall under the purview of LD 1551.”3 Any
revisions in the bill’s definition of “home contractor,” “general contractor,” or “home
improvement or repair” would presumably increase or decrease that estimate.
It is also worth noting that the total membership of the various trade and professional
associations participating in these discussions is less than 400 as compared to the 12,000
licensees who would be subject to licensure.
Evaluation Criterion #2: Specialized skill. Whether practice of the profession or
occupation proposed for regulation requires such a specialized skill that the public
is not qualified to select a competent practitioner without assurances that minimum
qualifications have been met.
Responses:
Individual consumers who submitted comments typically indicated that home builders
and home improvement contractors need specialized skills. Generally, these consumers
do not specify whether the skills needed are technical construction skills or financial and
business skills or both.
Trade and professional groups generally assert that specialized skills are required in order
to produce a structurally sound structure. Most commenters agreed that a competent
builder needs knowledge and familiarity with the applicable building code and the ability

3

“Economic Impact Analysis of Proposed Home Contractor Regulation,” issued by Planning Decisions,
Inc., Table 3, Indices of Construction Businesses Covered by LD 1551, 2001 values (est.), pg. 8,
attached as Appendix D.
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to comply with the provisions of that code. Some commenters stated that they consider
the manufacturers’ installation guidelines for their building materials are important.
Department assessment:
There is no doubt that “specialized skill” is required for at least some, if not all
components of home construction. Despite this, the Department is not aware of any
nationally accepted set of minimum qualifications or standards for home builders.
Consumers generally attempt to educate and protect themselves from negative
consequences by taking time to interview more than one builder, ask for names of several
other clients who have contracted with the builder, and require the builder to supply
information about his or her financial situation and past financial history. The consumer
choosing a builder often has access to tangible work product of the builder and the
testimony of prior clients as a guide. Whether consumers who have submitted comments
actually performed this kind of personal research is not known. It should be noted that
some consumers who responded to the Department’s request for consumer input stated
that they had done their homework and were pleased with the work of the builder they
chose, but the second time they hired the same builder for another purpose, problems
with the construction project developed and they became dissatisfied.

Evaluation Criterion #3: Public health; safety; welfare. The nature and extent of
potential harm to the public if the profession or occupation is not regulated, the
extent to which there is a threat to the public’s health, safety or welfare and
production of evidence of potential harm, including a description of any complaints
filed with state law enforcement authorities, courts, departmental agencies, other
professional or occupational boards and professional and occupational associations
that have been lodged against practitioners of the profession or occupation in this
state within the past 5 years.
Responses:
Most consumers provided information that they had experienced economic or financial
harm; they paid a builder to perform a task but the builder failed to perform the work
without returning their money, or performed the work in such a way that the consumer
was caused to pay a second builder to complete the work to their satisfaction, thus
increasing the cost of the project.
A smaller number of the consumers who responded indicated their opposition to a
licensure program because of their belief that licensure would increase the cost of
building and they saw no justification for any increase.
The Attorney General’s representative submitted a listing of complaints received between
2000 and 2002 relating to home construction and improvement. Of the 447 complaints
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received, 294 related to one or more of the building activities subject to licensure under
LD 1551. About half of those related to “new construction” or “roofing.”

Department Assessment:
The issue raised by the proposed legislation, and this evaluation criteria in particular, is
whether the public’s health, welfare and safety is jeopardized if residential builders and
home improvement contractors are not regulated. The complaint information provided
by the Attorney General’s office does not provide sufficient detail in terms of the specific
facts and circumstances surrounding each complaint. Consistent indexing to provide
complaint context would need to be developed and analyzed in order to draw any
meaningful inferences relevant to this assessment.
Economic Harm: Consumer complaints of economic harm must be considered in the
context of the residential building industry in Maine overall. The Department relies on
information contained in Planning Decisions’ cost benefit report to put the threat to
public safety or welfare in perspective. Table 5 of the report on page 12 indicates that the
Attorney General’s Office assigned an adjusted total dollar value to the 100 complaints
received in 2002 of approximately $1.5 million. In comparison to the $788 million spent
on home improvement activity during the same period, the financial “damages” of $1.5
million associated with these complaints represent approximately 2/10th of one percent of
total expenditures. Obviously, the 100 complaints reported to the AG do not reflect the
total number of complaints relating to home contracting work in Maine.
Planning
Decisions asserts that this relatively small percentage could be related to the reluctance of
consumers to report problems.
Viewed from another perspective, the report estimates that there are approximately
80,000 housing projects in Maine each year. The 100 complaints submitted to the
Attorney General in 2002 represent a problem rate of approximately 1/10th of one percent
of total projects. Even assuming, as the report does, that not all consumers who could file
a complaint actually did file a complaint; the likely rate of problems occurring with home
contractor work in this state appears to be relatively low.
Physical Harm: Certain components of the building and construction industry that pose
serious threats to public safety, including electrical installations and wiring, the
installation of oil burning appliances and other heating equipment fueled by compressed
gas, and the installation of boilers, pressure vessels, and elevators, have been identified as
public safety issues and are already regulated by the State. Technicians who install and
maintain these units are subject to the adopted state code in that particular trade or
occupation including the National Electrical Code (NEC), various chapters of the safety
and installation codes of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), and the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Installation and Safety Code for Elevators
and Vertical Lifts (ASME) and boilers and pressure vessels.
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With respect to construction of residential dwellings, towns and municipalities have
jurisdiction over and responsibility for the construction process and the structural
soundness of residential structures through operation of the local building permit and
inspection process. The Maine Municipal Association provided information indicating
that “approximately 73 communities having 53% of the state population have adopted
building codes.” “Furthermore, most of these municipalities employ professional staff
that inspects completed construction for compliance with the building code.”
The Department has received no information to demonstrate that regulation of residential
construction currently in effect at the local or municipal level does not adequately protect
the public from the risks of physical harm in those localities. It appears that at least for a
significant portion of the state and state population, appropriate regulation is in place.

Evaluation Criterion #4: Voluntary and past regulatory efforts. A description of
the voluntary efforts made by practitioners of the profession or occupation to
protect the public through self-regulation, private certifications, membership in
professional or occupational associations or academic credentials and a statement of
why these efforts are inadequate to protect the public.
Responses:
Some trade associations representing building contractors submitted information about
voluntary certification programs in which contractors may participate, including a
voluntary certification program administered by the Department of Environmental
Protection to certify contractors on erosion control practices, by the Department of
Human Services, Division of Health Engineering which administers a voluntary
certification program for septic system installers, by the Maine Concrete Technicians
Certification Board to certify individuals who test qualities of concrete, by building
material manufacturers and suppliers to train contractors in the intended use of their
products, and by the Midcoast Builders Alliance and the Maine Home Builders and
Remodelers Association for members relating to building and structural issues. The
Department is also aware that certain community colleges in Maine offer building trade
training but has no specific information on those programs.
Maine Municipal Association provided information with respect to considerable efforts
of municipalities to regulate construction practices of the residential contractors. It
asserts that “More than 70 municipalities, encompassing over half of the state population,
have adopted building codes governing the construction of residential property.
Furthermore, most of these municipalities employ professional staff that inspects
completed construction for compliance with the building code.”
Department Assessment:
The Department views voluntary state and private certification programs to be important
ways of protecting the public. More important, however, is the enforcement of
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construction practices of residential contractors by municipalities that have adopted
building codes. That is a significant factor in providing public protection at the local
level.
Evaluation Criterion #5. Costs and benefits of regulation. The extent to which
regulation of the profession or occupation will increase the cost of goods or services
provided by practitioners and the overall cost-effectiveness and economic impact of
the proposed regulation, including the indirect costs to consumers.
Responses:
Some consumers asserted that the cost of regulation would be minimal when compared to
the money that a licensing program would save consumers.
Representatives of the building and construction industry believe regulation will increase
the cost of doing business given the costs associated with a state administered licensing
program that includes examination, licensure and continuing education that LD 1551
would require of many of their members as well as the additional costs associated with
bonding and insurance. They assert that when their members’ business costs increase,
the increase is passed on to consumers who will ultimately bear the additional cost.
Maine Municipal Association focused on one component of cost associated with LD
1551—the costs associated with the adoption and enforcement of a state-wide building
code. It asserts that a conservative estimate of the cost of code adoption and enforcement
would be $3 million and questions whether the adoption and enforcement of such a code
would reduce consumer complaints.
Planning Decisions concluded that the only feasible way of analyzing the cost and benefit
of a regulatory program is to calculate the current cost to consumers of “shoddy or
unacceptable home construction activity” which it estimates to be roughly $24 million
annually. If the proposed program resulted in the elimination of $24 million in
unacceptable construction activity, and the actual costs of administering the licensing
program amounted to less than $24 million, there would be a net benefit that would
justify regulation.
Department Assessment:
Because of the many unknown factors associated with the concept of contractor
licensing, including the number of licensees, the number of building projects and the
number of inspections or enforcement actions that might be required, there is no easy
way to predict at this time what the actual cost of a licensure and enforcement program
might be. Of particular concern is the bill’s building permit and inspection component.
Planning Decisions states that census information indicates that there are roughly 80,000
residential projects in Maine each year. LD 1551 requires three inspections to be
performed for each project at various stages of construction. Using the report’s estimate
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that one inspection per project would cost $8 million, a total of $24 million would be
necessary to pay for the cost of 240,000 inspections each year.
MMA’s program cost estimate, although clearly offered as a conservative estimate in the
absence of solid information about residential housing projects, is based on the number of
potential licensees. It assumes that each licensee would have one project and be
inspected once.
Although certain costs of a licensing program can be ascertained by examining the
history of other programs that include similar components, the bill’s lack of detail and
specificity with regard to the size of the regulated community, and the level of the
regulating entity’s involvement in the permitting and inspection program makes any set
of estimates speculative, at best.
Another significant element of the cost of state regulation of the residential building
industry is the level of cost passed along to the consumer as a result of anticipated
increases in labor costs. Planning Decisions, Inc. notes that “there is a difference of
approximately $4.00 per hour between average hourly wages of licensed and unlicensed
trades people.” In the event that state regulation was established, that wage differential
would likely be borne by consumers in the form of increased construction costs. That
level of increased costs, estimated by Planning Decisions to be in the range of $40
million annually 4 would need to be part of the consideration in performing the “costbenefit analysis.”

Evaluation Criterion #6: Service availability under regulation. The extent to which
regulation of the profession or occupation would increase or decrease the
availability of services to the public.
Responses:
Commenters, including some individual consumers thought that a new regulatory
program for residential building contractors might weed out problem builders and
considered that a benefit to the public. Other consumers thought that regulating
residential builders would limit their choices and that problem builders would operate
outside the state regulatory program. Small contractors stated their fear that they would
be forced out of business financially because of increased costs associated with
examination, licensure and continuing education, bonding and insurance.
Department Assessment:
In general, imposing licensing requirements where none exist typically results in a
decrease in the number of service providers and in the availability of services. A
decrease in the availability of services in the absence of compelling documented safety
4

“Economic Impact Analysis of Proposed Home Contractor Regulation,” issued by Planning Decisions,
Inc., pg. 5. (Appendix D).
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issues and concerns or a clearly demonstrated countervailing benefit does not result in a
benefit to the public.
Moreover, it is unrealistic to presume that all unethical or
unlicensed builders who do not obtain a license under the provisions of the bill would
close their operations. Thus, even with licensing, there will still likely be some degree of
poor contractor workmanship which will continue to occur.

Evaluation Criterion #7:
Existing laws and regulations. The extent to which
existing legal remedies are inadequate to prevent or redress the kinds of harm
potentially resulting from non-regulation and whether regulation can be provided
through an existing state agency or in conjunction with presently regulated
practitioners.
Responses:
Some interested parties noted the existence of the Maine Home Construction Contract
Law as being relevant to the Department’s independent assessment. The Home
Construction Contract statute offers consumers a civil remedy for violations of contract
by the contractor. It requires that contracts for home construction or repair work in
excess of $3000 must be in writing and contain specific information including price,
description of work, warranties and estimated completion date.
Department Assessment:
The Department agrees that the Home Construction Contract Act (10 MRSA ch. 219-A)
provides consumers with the most effective civil remedy for breach of contract by a
building contractor. Although Maine does not currently license home contractors, the
Department notes the existence of a number of state laws set forth below that provide
some degree of protection for the public in the home construction field.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home Construction Contract Act ,10 MRSA ch. 219-A
Unfair Trade Practices Act, 5 MRSA ch. 10
Mechanics Lien Law, 10 MRSA ch. 603
Home Repair Fraud, 17-A MRSA ch. 37
Registration of Transient Sellers (Door to Door Home Repair Services) 32 MRSA
ch. 37
Regulation of Construction and Improvements, 30-A MRSA ch.185
Warranties for Sale and Installation of Solar Energy Equipment, 10 MRSA ch.
221
Insulation Contractors, 10 MRSA ch.219
Construction Contracts, 10 MRSA ch.201-A
Oil and solid fue l technicians and installations, 32 MRSA ch.33
Plumbers and plumbing installations, 32 MRSA ch. 49
Electricians and electrical installations, 32 MRSA ch. 17
Maine Manufactured Housing Installation and Warranty Law 10 MRSA ch. 9551
Title 11, United State Bankruptcy Code
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•

Uniform Commercial Code/Contract Law, 11 MRSA

These statutory provisions and remedies are in addition to whatever civil remedies a
consumer may attempt to obtain in the courts through a negligence or breach of contract
claim.
Evaluation Criterion #8: Method of re gulation. Why registration, certification,
license to use the title, license to practice or another type of regulation is being
proposed, why that regulatory alternative was chosen and whether the proposed
method of regulation is appropriate.

Responses:
The Attorney General’s Office favors licensure over any other method of regulation
because “mere registration, certification, license to use the title, or any other form of
regulation would inadequately protect consumers.” Licensure, it asserts, “provides the
consumer with assurance of minimal competence and access to a licensing board that can
hold a contractor accountable for incompetence.”
Department Assessment:
As noted in the discussion of regulatory options in Section I of this report, distinctions
between registration, certification and licensure were not the focus of the consumer input
the Department received. The term “registration” implies that certain information about
an identified group of individuals and entities is gathered and compiled by the state so
that the public has some way of contacting the registrant if necessary. Registration is
marked by the payment of a registration fee but does not carry with it a set of standards or
qualifications that must be met before the registration is issued. It is the lowest level of
regulation that can be implemented by a state.
Certification is a term that connotes training or an examination process administered
usually by a private trade or professional association. Obtaining certification status by
the service provider is voluntary. The state has no enforcement or regulatory role.
Certification is used to enhance the stature of those certified within the profession or
occupation.
Licensure is a designation used to describe the highest le vel of state regulation. The state
grants licensure to an individual who has complied with a legislatively mandated set of
minimum educational, experiential, and training and competency standards, and has paid
the required licensing fee. Regulation through licensure encompasses the setting of
eligibility standards, examination requirements, and a complaint process to resolve
consumer complaints. The complaint process typically involves investigation of
complaints and a disciplinary process whereby the licensing authority imposes discipline
in situations where the licensee has violated state law or board rule.
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Effective licensing programs that protect the public require a clear public threat and a
mechanism for protecting the public from that defined threat. In most regulated
professions the foundation for licensure is a set of nationally accepted minimum
standards and a clearly defined scope of practice. LD 1551 lacks both of these critical
components of an effective licensing law.

Evaluation Criterion #9: Other states. Please provide a list of other states that
regulate the profession or occupation, the type of regulation, copies of other states'
laws and available evidence from those states of the effect of regulation on the
profession or occupation in terms of a before -and-after analysis.
Responses:
None submitted on this criterion.
Department Assessment:
Licensing methodology for professions and occupations in other states is generally driven
by the political climate in existence at the time a profession is first subject to regulation.
Information obtained by the Department indicates that as many as 31 states have
implemented some form of regulation of building construction, ranging from registration,
certification, to complex licensing programs with tiers of regulation of residential,
commercial and specialty license categories. Nineteen states do not license building
contractors at the state level. (See Attached Appendix E) The majority of states that do
license contractors provide for licensing of both residential and commercial contractors. 5

Evaluation Criterion #10: Previous efforts to regulate. Please provide the details of
any previous efforts in this state to implement regulation of the profession or
occupation.
Responses: The Attorney General submitted an exhibit showing the history of legislative
proposals to license building contractors.
Department Assessment:
The Department accepts the Attorney General’s exhibit (Attached as Appendix F) as
factual. None of the prior legislative attempts has resulted in enactment of laws which
would regulate home building contractors.
Evaluation Criterion #11: Mandated benefits. Please indicate whether the
profession or occupation plans to apply for mandated benefits.

5

“Contractor’s State Licensing Information Directory,” printed by National Association of State
Contractors Licensing Agencies, 2003 Edition.
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Responses:
This criterion is not relevant to the subject matter.

Evaluation Criterion #12: Minimal competence. Please describe whether the
proposed requirements for regulation exceed the standards of minimal competence
and what those standards are.
Responses:
None were submitted on this criterion.

Department Assessment:
LD 1551 does not specify minimum standards and qualifications to be eligible for
licensure as a residential building contractor or home improvement contractor. The bill
reserves for the proposed licensing board the authority to adopt rules establishing such
license requirements.
The Department asserts that the formulation of licensing standards and qualifications is a
function of the Legislature which should not be delegated to a licensing board. A board’s
role is to implement the standards adopted by the Legislature.
Evaluation Criterion #13:
Financial analysis.
Please describe the method
proposed to finance the proposed regulation and financial data pertaining to
whether the proposed regulation can be reasonably financed by current or proposed
licensees through dedicated revenue mechanisms.
Responses: None submitted on this criterion.
Department assessment:
The proposal provides for a licensing program presumably funded through licensing fees
paid by licensees. If the proposal includes permitting and inspection components, the
overall cost of the program will be significantly higher. If it were determined that the
permitting and inspection fees could not reasonably be borne by licensees, other
dedicated funding sources to cover the cost of those components would have to be
identified.
Licensing programs within the Department of Professional and Financial Regulation are
dedicated revenue agenc ies and must be self-supporting through license fees paid by
individual licensees. It is difficult to precisely determine the cost of establishing any new
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licensing program. That task is made more difficult with respect to this proposal because
of the unknown factors such as the number of potential licensees, the number of proposed
sub-categories of licensure and lack of certainly with regard to the elements of permitting
and inspections. For the purpose of this evaluation criterion, the Department has
attempted to estimate the start- up costs and initial annual operating costs that would be
associated with beginning a new contractor licensing program within the Office of
Licensing and Registration. The assumptions used for this estimate do not include the
cost of inspection and permitting enforcement functions. Any such requirements would
impose significantly higher start-up and operating costs.
Total projected start-up costs including the cost of examination development, licensing
system technology, personnel and related office equipment, and initial rulemaking total
approximately $1 million, of which about $400,000 would be one-time costs. The
projected on-going costs of this program would not be unlike the costs for other similar
regulatory programs within the Office of Licensing and Registration. These costs would
include those associated with personnel, board member per diem and travel, technology,
investigation and enforcement, communications, equipment, rent, legal services, and
general operating expenses totaling between $620,000 and $700,000 annually.
Typically, since no dedicated revenue is available to be used for this program, a general
fund working capital allocation would be needed to defray program costs for the first two
years covering start- up and operating expenses.

Section III.

Recommendations of the Commissioner

State sunrise review law requires the commissioner to engage in a two-step evaluation
process guided by 13 evaluation criteria. First, the commissioner must evaluate the
information provided by the applicant group in support of its proposal to regulate or
expand regulation of a profession. Second, the commissioner must recommend whether
the committee should take action on a proposal. If the commissioner’s recommendation
supports regulation or expansion, the report must include any legislation required to
implement that recommendation. The recommendation must reflect the least restrictive
method of regulation consistent with the public interest.
The Department concludes that any attempt to regulate building contractors must be
preceded by the adoption of a mandatory statewide building code. A mandatory
statewide building code is essential to provide the building and construction trade with
the minimum standard against which construction trades will be measured.
With respect to any profession or occupation that is being considered for regulation by
the state, the proponents of regulation bear the burden of providing the public with a clear
21

description of the type of conduct that warrants state oversight. This becomes even more
important when the suggested regulation involves numerous subcategories of persons
engaged in related but different conduct. A clear explanation of the conduct of
individuals and businesses proposed for regulation has not been presented in any version
of LD 1551. Other professional licensing in Maine and contractor licensing laws in all
other states with contractor licensing programs specifically identify the actual conduct
that merits the creation of a state regulatory program. There is no question that the work
of defining the specific conduct that is subject to regulation is difficult. But when
weighed against the significant cost of such a program to the State and the impact on the
public in terms of increased construction costs and on small businesses in the form of
new license fees, the work of defining actual conduct that triggers state oversight is
necessary.
In conclusion, the case has not been sufficiently made that the potential benefit of having
licensed home contractors justifies the burden associated with home contractor licensing,
in terms of both increased cost to the consumer public and the increased cost to the
regulated community.
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Economic Impact of Proposed Home Contractor Regulation
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r. Background, Approach and Summary of fjndjn·gs· ·
Background
The Maine AttQ~ney _GenE?ral's Office has proposed legislatfon_ tq ·regulate home .
contractors (LD 1551 Mairie Home Contractor Licensing Act). One of th$
requireme:nts of any propose'9 new licensing scheme i_s that those making the
· proposal submit information '·pertainin'g to specified "ev~luation criteria" to the
appropriate committee of the Legislature (32 M. R.5.A.,. Chapter 1-A, Section.
60-J). One of these "evaluation criteria" is a cost/benefit analysis of the·
proposed regulation..- It requfres that those making the proposal submit
information ori. "the extent to which. regulation 6r expansion of regWlation of
the profession or occ:upatfori wilt increase the cost of goods or services
provided by practitioners and the overall cost-effectiveness and economic;:
impact ,of the proposed regulation/ including. the indfrecLcosts to consumers." ...
. The purpose of this report is:
present the findings of this c:bst./benefit
· .analysis. ·
·

·to

Approach·

.

"•

'

The'
appr~~ch•:taken
in'. thjs
stt.i'dy
is to ans~er'°five questions: '
.
.
. ,,
,
,.

•,•.
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·'

'

'

'
I•

•

\

.\

~
I

'

'

:••t,

1. What is tne d~ll~r va"lue of home construction/ren6vation undertaken i'n

Mai,ne in, rece.r;it" y~a·rs?
.

: \ • . .. I

~ \ , · ,.
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2. What percentage .of this activity is fraudulent, shoddy or o~herwise of _a
nature
that
the . reg\Jlations-proposed
here are intended ~o eliminate?:
.
. .
·.
.
.
,··
'

'

•

;

:

: ft~

)

:,

,.

3. What will _be the costs of creating, implementing and enf~rcing the
regulations· propose'd )iere, . both to 'state and·. local goV~rnmerits· in
creating and_ implementing fhe · regulations ·arid to' those re~iufated in
me·eting the standards specified in th~ regulations?

-4.· V/hat percentage of the unde~·irable construc·bon . activity s~~~ified in
item #2 will be eliminated by the p'ropo~ed regulations? and
5. How does th.e.. benefit· of the pr~posed regu:la,tion specified in item #4
compare to tlie cost specified in items #2 and #3?

Economic Impact of Proposed°Home Contractor R~gulation· · · ··

Extrapolations from data obtained from the Bureau of the Census indicate_:
✓

that construction activity in Maine in 2001 involved_ over 17,000
· busi11·esse·s making
of n·early $2.7 billion and that of these
app.roximatery 12,000 businesses doing approx.jrpately $78$ million in
hc;:im~ constructic:in/repair/renovation activity would likely fall under the
regulations proposed in LO 1551;
··
·

_Sales

✓ that the $788 miiri.on investment in. home construction arid impro1/.emen1
made by Maine consumers i;n'volved· nearly 80,000 projec.ts;. including theconstruction of near/r.B,000 new homes and the repair and.improvement
of an additional ?G;Ooo· homes:
... · ·
·
. . '',
.;

Anecdotal e:Vider:ice from :th"e Maine.Attorney General's Office _an·d from surveys· · ·
conducted -by AARP indicates that shoddy and fraudulent home improvement
activity is among tne most frequently reported consumer complai(lts. However,·.
no systematic study of the overall cost bf this shoddy and/or fraudulent activity
.and of its percentage of total home construction and improvemE{nt activity has'.'(.·
been undertaken either at the state or national level. The o_nly system_atic source·
of information on this topic "is a survey 'condwctgd oy the MaJne State~Housl6i{ ::
Authprity,of users _of its FixMe home improvement progr?-m.' This survey fo~_nd
·... thaJ:fesp:oridefits rated approximate°is,' 3% of homk 1mp'rbvemenf:activ1ty ·as.'•· .: ·
"unsatisfactory." Extrapo[ating these results to the state
who'le ·indicates :"unacceptable" home improvemE;nt activity of approxin-:iately $24 millio11: , . ·

as a

~h~:~;r~c;'costs1 of imp:l~·menting -t~e·h·o~e~confr~ct~/·1i2~ns.fri~,:~~o·~~r·:hlcu:rrently
envisioned by LO 1551 will consist of four separate elements:
.:. •:.
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1. th~ cost to.The_.M,aine.}iome ,Cqn_tr:actor Lic;ensing f?oard of establ,ishing
. · and ·a.dminis~ering
the licensing- ~xamination;-:,
.
.
.
.
.
•

'I

• I

.

•

••'

•

'

.

'.

i

•.: :

2. the cost to the Board of hiafntaining licehs·e records and'c'9htiriuing
edu~ation transcripts, of respo~ding to cor:nptaints and _enforcing any
lkense violations;
.
.
. '··
-, .
. . .

3. the cost to the, Board of conducting the home inspections necessary to
enforce th·e building cod~· accoitfp'anyiilg th'is proposal;· an¢
•

•

·

l.·1

4. the cost to potential licensees of acquiring the knowledge and/or
experience required to pass the licerJsing examination.
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While the budgetary costs of such a program are likely to appro_ach $10 million,
d-E~"j:)ending on the numbe-r of who seek licenses, the real cost of the program will
.b·e measured in the increased prices charged by licensed tradespeople to Maine
horn eo.wn e·rs. ·
·
Currently, there is a difference of approximately $4.00 per ·hour between the
average hourly wages of licensed and unlicensed tradespeople. Should
regulation lead to this lev.e_l_.of increase in ·the pay _of currently unlicensed home
constructicm contra_ctors and fradespeopfe, the cost to Maine co_nsur.ners could
approach $40 r11-illlon. Th.e actu:ar cost will depend- on the percentage of all
_affe~ted firms_ that increase their prices and by w_hat a.mount.
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' ·..Th.e' 1net bel'iefit/cqst" ratio Gf r.egulatlon wi.ll c;fep~rid on the number of pe¢ple ·..
i .'

·seeking the licens·e, the impact of the-licensing requirement. on th.eir rate".-of pay·
'C-and the efff?ctiveness of the regulation in eliminating "unacceptable" home:. ·
'construction activity._
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:,Lf the licensing program can reduce ''unaccepta.ble" activ.it{by- 60°/4 i,,y'rile limiting.
,,)n,:$;.-incr:~B.:s-e
in c;9s_t_s to _cpns:utn~·rs in the forrrt,of higher pay tor _iic,ense9 ;_ \.' . ,: .·. · ..... .1
., .,confractors to "a.p'proximaiefy-7%, the program wili break.eve.n. :"'rri"creasfr-ig the: _.:. \.
. effectiveness o.f the program by eliminating m·ore than 60% of "unacceptable''. ,....
'activity wou:ld increase its benefit/cost ratio. Conversely, any decrease in bene·fit ·
· ..... --·tJe[ow 60% or tncrease in cost above 7% would result in a riegative benefit/cost

ritio.
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The most important conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is. 11ot a simple ·
· • ·.- · be.n~fit/costratio.- Rather it is that policy makers. developing the r.egulati.on~ ·
proposed in ~D 1qSt should'·'use the benefrt/cost para;meters present?d her!3 to
explore various "What if ... " scenarios to further refine propdsed regulations.
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II. The Value qf Home Construction in Maine
The .mbst detailed da.ta on the magnitud;e of home construction and renovation
activity in Maine comes from ·the 1997 Economic Census conducted by the U·.S ..
Department .of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Table 1 shows these data.
Table 1.
·. :Indices of the Construction· Industry, Maine, 19 97
Non-einployef.s' ·
Sa:les ,Establish

All taxable firms
Establish

:. Of£

. .

--.i

Land subc;:Jivfslo'n & land.aevelopmeflt' ·
Residential building cohstrl.iction. :·· · . .
· . Nonresidential building construction

27!3 . ..
· 3,3.64

443

32;736' ·
627,147. · ·
· 478,929

1s

970. ·
·2313

~a1fG~ff:~~lillttllllm'1!111■.~~l~~filii1~·:
Higl]way,,s,t_rieet; bridge 1.·.i tunnel
Other heav'. constructioli. , :.. ·

·
..

. Plumbing,' heat,hg: .·~ a:fr-conditidriing
raintin 9:.~_'0~11~0ver[ngcontractors·.·
Elecfricalccintractors.'..
Masor1ry, drywall,'ir:,sulation; & til_e
Carpentry & floor contractors
Roofing, siding; & sheet metal
Concrete contractors
Water weir d'h'{!'irig, ~ontra:ct~rs
Otherspecfaitr~o~~ccintr'act;is;·

N
N ..

·

552 ·_. ·>·· 277,37fr ...... ·. '

1 ;438' .. 31'!:i,653:

1,521
.68,367.
1,21:f'
248,579
1,074·:. 126,618 · ·
5,695
N
383
105,779
333
74,p6
T1
' N
. 2,421,• 1·,

• · •• N.

stie· :·, ···'. ·,42,277

1s6.:
. 43,3ss···.1,335',.,· 24,ss2
,391
· 223 1 1_44: ..
820
.·2-5,43_5
253·
99,662. ~. 821
26,956
511
D · 5,184
147,804
67
94,280
316
i 1,499
188
69,160
145 .
5,7,16
. 413 . ,' •' : ' ' cf'
' '23
1,824
· :525
[i .. ·'1,896 ·
. 71,'.782

Sourte:·.u:s. o·epcfr:tf.rieht of Commerce, Bureau· dlf the .census 199.7 Economic Censo:s; .

http:/ /www.cerisl:ls:gov/e.pcdJwww/econ97.html
•
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•

In 1997 in Maine there wer~ nearly 19,000 business establishm!=nts making just
qver $3.4 billi_on in sales. Of these, only 4,249 or 22% were employers formally
reporting payroll. Nearly i 5,000 of the businesses were sole proprietors
reporting no employees. While these businesses constituted 78% of the
businesses, they accounted for only 16% cif total construction sales.
•

'

.

t

•

Within the general category of Construction, the newly establishec:l.North
Ameriqrn Industrial Classification System '(NAICS) has three sub-categories
(highlighted in light gray in Table 1 above) and riumerous more finely
delineated sub-sub-categories. Not all of these businesses would be subject to
the regulations proposed in LD 1551 .. Therefore the first step toward
• identifying the likely benefits of the proposal is to list th~ sectors to which it
- - - - - .~conomic-I-mpact·of-Proposed Home·'6ontractor-Regulation-:-·

would apply. ·Table 2 presents this list. It consists of Table 1 less land
subdivision and development) non-residential construction) heavy construction
and those specialty tr"ades contractors explicitly exduded from LD 1551. Those:specialty trade con-tractor categories that remain would not be required to be ·
lkensed under LO 1551, but individual contractors in these categories may
choose to be ncensea: so as to be able to deal directly with homeowners. Table
2 represents a broad first estimate of those who may be covered by LO 1551.
This total wHl be reduced later based on estimates of those contractors who
will not seek to· be licensed:
Table 2
IDdjces of Construction Businesses Covered _by LO 1551, 1997 ·values
•

"I

'Employers
' Establish · Sales

.All taxable firms
Establish

Non(')inployers
Establish
Sales .
•,,

.
·

.

., .

J. . . . . . .

.·: 2W -' ··.,· d/i-,2s1·

~

'

Residential building construction
'
-·
;·: '.::•.:, •••
t•. 1:,, }:,.,,

J ','

2

·; .·

•

· Masonry, drywall, i_nsulation, & tile
Carpentry & fl\?_or dontractors'
0

Roofing, sidirig, & sheet metal
Concrete conhdctoi-s ' .
VVatorwel!"d~il-lifig:coritractors

Other cpe~ial tradi:i'con±ractors.

'

.·;1·3s ''.
a,,:t:.··.
'

:~"''~.,:-

.

~

Painting & wall covering contractors
Electrical contractors

394,

'.

_ 4,-2-+-+

1?074
5,695
. 38~
-~

248,579

126,~18
·354,075.
1 O;:i, 7_79
0

+4-,&76

-7+

-N

2,,4-24

-N:

253
,99,~?2
. ·1511 206,271
67'
94,280
wg
~

~
~-

G

.,r

,g

821

26,956

s: '.184 ..:-· 147)M4'
. 316
11',.499
.. ~ · ' ..... ~
·

2@

1,sci,~>

~ - .~- '

Source: U.5. Department of Commerce, Bureau of .the Census i 9.97 Economic Census.http:/ /www.census.gov/epcd/www/econ9.7.ntnil Figyr~s JD ita~ics ,(sales: for co.rpeotry ·_a flopr
contractor employers) were e~t.i1;11ated by ~pp[ying_ the aver~ge sales p_er establ~shi:n~r.it t,qr all ., :
specialty contractors tci the riumber .of establishments whose ?a~e? .were not disclosed ar.iq'_then ·
forcing these first estimates to equal the difference between the·sUtn ·of those sales figufe's'
that were reported and the total.

Table 2 indicates that over 10,000 businesses dciing over $1.2 bHli0n in sal.es in
1997'would have been or mig'ht .choose to be covered by LO 1551. Of these·)·
approximately 1,800 (17%) were employers reporting.covered employees and
over 8) 700 were sole proptietors.
· ·
...
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The next step in estimating the benefits cif LO 1551 is to project these figures ·.
forward using m~re current data. Table 3 presents these data.
· . Table 3
lf'"!dices of Construction Businesses Covered by:LD 1551-, . 2001 values (est.)
Descri tion

.

Non-em lo ers ·
Sales Establish

All taxable.firms
Em· 16 ers
Establish
· Sales 5stablish
. ments
· $1 ;006
. · ··

.

~0t@1,IJ~gi~~~?f~~f~~)1~~j,:~~YJft~Jlfi~~~l~21]~.~:~K.~1~~~!~~~€?t*~~z; ~gf?:~7.t
Residential
. bailding construction

4,454

Masonry, drywall, insulation, & tile_.

1,290

1,054,75
, ,:
. .
187,26

287

Catpentry & ffoo'r contr~ctors · ·
· Roofin , sidin ; & sheet metal

5;19d
536

384,713. · ·
165,681 ,,,:.;.

490
1.35

dit'a·.·.-._;,.· ... · .·_.

·.

225,49

1,216'
· 118,189
142,888

1,003

45, 12

5,300
401

206,524
22,793

Source~ U.s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the. Census 1997 Economic Census, County
Busitiess,Pattern&,.2001, -Maihe., Construction ana·Non-Eni·ptoyment Data, 2000.
· http://WWW.,'.densus:gbV/eptd/W.ww/ecotJ9.7.fitml · .. / ·. ·.,·\'· ·,,' .....:· ::r,.- .. ·.· ,· .·:·.~:.
~NJffrib~r of.~s-ti\blis.fiments is ?s reported in: County Busihes.s Patter'ns; 200~,:-· Sales. are ·. · ....
·est,frnaled by ·applying the .salesto payrcJl ratio taken from the 1-997 cen·sWs, figures to the 2001, ·
. paYircill figu~~s. ·
· ·_
·. .
· .
•· • _: · .. · . :_. . · . : ·
. **T~~ most. re,cent published data. for n~m-employers 1~ for 2000. Data for 2001-,.,;u'e es~imated ,·
by,\fp:plying.:the average antiual growth rates.from .1997 to 2000 fore·ac:h ·se~tor to. tfie :woo::>

.

. ·

· . · ·· .

·

· ., '·

·. · ,;.• 1..
.

• :·:

, __ :: ...

·

\ .

.-_ Table). pr~vides, the best . estimate possible from official sources·otfo.evalUe. c;i .
horile\improv~ment'related· co'n'str.u'didn·activity. in Maine. _lt'fndk:afei th!'lt ·;_:--;:,,, ....
~pprc;i~ima!ely 12J 000 firms·doing ne·arly $1. 8 billion in sales could fall' u'fld_er ...
the pifrvieW of LD 1551'.
·
·
.·
-. ·. ·
•I••

'

;1

•

o/

W~ile all the firmk .Listed here could, by the· ~ature of thevy'ork th.ey do, fall
under _the r~gulations proposed in LO 1551, not all of their sales would'.. First',
to the exteht tliat specialty contractors bill a general contractor whq fri ·turn_
bills ,the hoipeowner', counting both sales would constitute double r::qLJhting. _In•
s:uch instances, only the general cqntractor would be required to hold license,
under LD 1551 ,'°and only his/her sq_les w6ulq be counted: to'ward the state total.
Onl'y those specialty contractors dea'ling directly wit;h horneownecs woul~( have
to be lf~e~s~.d .u~der LD 15?1; and'only_their. sales would ~e c·qunted in tpe .
state fotal o'f home tonstructi_6n sales.·
: .. : .
·
.· .

a

'

'

In addition, much of the work of specia{ty contractors is done for commercial
and government customers and thus is iiot home improvement activity as
defined il'l to 1·5s1. For both of these reasons, the saleS'listed in Table 3~ while
as accu'r.ate a pkture bf the individual businesses as cari be derived, dd not
accurately reflect the value of home improvement adualty completed. To
·Economic Impact of Proposed Home Contractor Regulation
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·

estimate this figure, it is again necessa..ry to extrapolate from U.S. Census
figures.
The Census report Characteristics of New. Housing estimates the value of new;:
single family, _own~r. occupied homes (excluding the cost of land) constructed iri .
1997 at $165 billion: A separate Census report; Expenditure for Residen.tial
Improvement and Repair estimates the value of.improvements and repairs cJone
to single fam1ly, own·er occupied homes'·at.$94 billion. 1 Adding these_.figures.
indicates that newconstr.ucti'on·_aml repair and improvement of single family·
homes in the U;S. as-.a whole in .1997 amounted to $258 billion.· This acco½Jnts .
for 44% of the total national construction· sales reported by the industries listed
· in Tables 1 and 2 above.
·:'Applying this percentage to the estimated Maine total construction sales of
·s2, 682,415',000· yields an estimated level of home ·construction and .
1mprovement in Maine in 2001 of approximately$}, 180,000,000. Table 4
below estimates the divis,ion ·of this.total between new. co'nstructicin and·
improvemelit/rem?vation;:
. ...
l

:

; ;•

Table 4
Estimated.Vbh:.1rne·qf
Home.Construction. Activity, Maine,
2,001 :: ,
.
.

Row
$1, 1.so,ood
1
New Const. & Repair/Improvement ($1,000).
2
Total Housing Units, ·July 1, 2001
659,221 .
496,267
3
Estimated One and Two Unit Dwellings
New Housing_Units (July 2000 to July 2001)
5,81_2
4
80.0%
5
Percent One and Two Units
4,650
6
Number One and Two Units
7
Avg. Construction Cost per Unit
$175,000
8
Total Cost of New Qne and Two Units ($1,000) .
$813,680
$366,320
9
Total Cost of Repair ahd Improvement ($1,000)
1o
Est. Avg. Cost of Repair/Improvement ($1-,000)
$5,000
11
Est. Number of Repair/lm.provement Proj's
73,264
"14.8%
12
As.% of All One and Two Unit Dwellings .
Sources: U.S. Census Bureau Housing Units Estimates
http://eire.census.gov/popest/ data/household/Hl:J-EST2002-01. php and other sou,rc;es listed in
footnote 1. ·

1

U.S Bureau of the Census Characteristics of NeW--Housing,, 1997, Current cdnstructiori Reports··· .
C25/97-A and Expenditures for Residential Improvements and Repairs·
littci: / /www.census.gov/ cons.t/www / c50index.htm l
Economic- Impact of Proposed Home Contractor Regulation
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Row one starts with the total estimated single Jamily, owner occupied new
· residential construction and repair/improvement total. Rows 2 through 6
.
present estimates of total housing units and one/two unit dwellings, both total
number of units· and new un-its cohstructed over the 2000/0'.l period. Row 7 .
presents an·:estimated construction cost for ·a· new unit. Multiplying. this figure
by the 4,650 nevi units yields a total' new construction value of $81_3,680,000
presented in, row 8. Subtracting this amount from the total in row 1·, yields an .
estimated improvement/repair total of $366,320,000; Assuming an average of
$5,000 per i_mproyemeritirepair project indicates.thafa total_ of 73,264 were.·
undertaken. in .Maine ih .2001 ,'.the equivalent to ab·ol:Jt orie in-·seven single family · ·
one or two dweHirYg units.
·
To summarize, the home construction industry in Maine:.
✓ Includes over 17,,ooo:businesses making sales ·of nearly $2.7 billion;
✓ Encompasses.home- construction and improvement investments of .
approximately $'1.,2 billion; and· .
.,
·
.. :·
..
. ,
✓ Involves nearly 80,000 projects, induding the cons~ru'ction of . nearly 6,060·. · · ,
new homes and the repair and improvement of an additional 73,000 ·
. 2
.
.
.
h omes.
.
... · ·.
.
.
.
✓ Appro~imate!y. :12,000 of these businesses,· making home:co:nstruction and
repa_ir, sales.of approximately°$788 million could fall under thE{purview of.
LO l55L3 .. ·:·
.
.

.

.,·1·.
.

•

"

.,

..•

1

, ,l.

?

.

.- Some contractors have said that "official" data don't account for all construction activity,
. especially all of the shoddy and fraudulent activity, because they do not measure the "under
the table" transactions that are not reported but that undoubtedly occur in the home
cohstructi0n business. This is' u11.doubtedly true, but any estimate ·of such activity would be
pure speculation.
. . . : .·· ·
··
.
..
.
.
3

.,

.

.

.'

. .•

. '.

This assumes that the national average of 44% of constructiq_~:sales are home construction/repair.
Economic Impact of Proposed Home Contractor Regulation
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Ill., Th_e Cost of Unacceptable Home Construction in Majne
The purpose of LD 155, .is'to establish a licensing procedur~ to "ensure that an
applicant is sufficiently competent to practice" home improvement. (§15344 ...
Rules, 1. License qualifications}.
· . .
.·
·
Home improvement, in turn, is defined to mean (§15342. Definitions, 11.
Home Improve·ment)
•

•

.

. • j

•

•

'•:

•

"A.

The construction, replacement, installation or improvement of additions
of livable space, garages, carports, porch~s . cir decks,· if they are used in
conjunction with a dwelling; or ·
··
·
B. Th·e· removal; repa1r; F:eplacement or installation of framing, roofing, siding,
insulation, Windqws qr chimneys.
·
·
'· ·. · " ·
.

•

.

.

'

•i

.,

Home improvement does not include redecoratihg·or other cosmetic w~rk.J':
'

: '!,,1

:

"'

.

.,

''ii .

'

· ·.: .•
_!::.· . ,•

The next step iri dete·rmiriing the benefits of LD 155.1 is to calculati.the cost' of:: ..
shoddy,: fraudulent or· otherwise unacceptable: home ·construction< acti\iity i.n·:: .. ·
Maine. Th'e. quest.ion· this section of the ·report seeks _:fo: answ~r. is, "Wha(· ·
percentage of the estimated . $7,88 , million', ·sales ,: of ·:. the'... home··:
construction/renovation businesses that could be regulated by Lb 1'551 is, ·as a·
matter of publiE:'- policy,:_· unacceptable and· :should,· through .the :,regulations'
propos.ed ih this bill;' be elimiria:ted?''. · · ·
· ' ··
·
·
There is no· defini.tive · source· of. data ~n sh_oddy or: unacceptabl~· _h_OfD,E~;.
improvement \A(ork. The Attorney General's office gathers. data from, those
homeown.~rs who are sufficiently dissatisfi~d With a contr~e::tor;, t<\ ~i~e ,f
complair:it; · Table 5 lists a summary of these responses relating to .ac:tivi_ti.es
thatwouldbecoveredbyLD1551'; 4
. ..
.
·
·\

4

See Appendix for a listing of all complaints.
'
.
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· ·· ·
·
.. - · · ·
Table 5: ·. - - . _, . .
. .
Home Construction Complaints Fil~d with M~fr,e)i.ttorney Genera{
ltem
·- 2002
. 2001 .
2000 .
number of complaints
100
136
69
number with dollar value
76
91
43 •
total dollar value
$1,301,378 $735,859
$527, 986 ·
average value
$17,123
$8,086.
$12,279
median value
$3,500
$1,600
$·890
adju~ted total dollarval-ue_ $1,421,378 $807,859
$550_,23f;,
Source: Matne Attorney General's Office; adjusted totaLvalue is the total using
median value for all those complaints that listed no value.
'

,

The complaints ranged from .contractors who never showed up as promised to
leaks to defective or inferior work to intorriplete or u·nsatisfactory work. In:
2002, 100 .such complaints were lo-dged, down frorri 136 _in 2001. O{ the 100
complaints filed, 7;6 listed a dollar value, most commonly the value of the, .... ·
.c:ohtracted work but fn some cases the cost of the alleged damage. The ;total
va'lUe of this disputed·Work Was·ov~r $1.J rniHion. Using, the medfan v_alLie of.'· .·..
$3 ,:500 per_ complaint a? a proxy. va_llie for those corripla-ints that di,d n_ot .in dud€:>'_,::·
a, cost yields an·estimated "tqta:l vatue of.disputecf work at over $1.4 mil.lion, up \· '
, from app.roxfrria:tely $0. 8 million .in 2001·_ and· $0.5 ·million ·in 200_0.
-.
-.. :,:;··- . ;·

;1 _;:.

--~/~he\ttorn~-y

~[t'~f/--/, ·:

.. · J(t~e
~\a~o~ .identifi~~
.~-~ne)~(/~;~ic~\·~~s-~~~~-~e-d
. the "unaccepfabLe'" home improvement activity ·in Maine;- ft.-would be· a.very.;,;;.:._.- . , ··
small portion of the State's estim'ated total home, improvement activity of $788 ·
mflticin, -approxiril'atety tWc:i teritJjs of brie percent~ :- -·
··
-.. ,. · . -· ..
.:' , r ·.. ,

.

.

,

.

as

Using the figure'of 1OOcomplaints a representative average for the three
yea'r" period yie'lds a simHar:['y small" percentage of "probl-em~' activity. ·A total,
of 100 complaints from a,n estimated 80)000 projects 'indicates a "problem';
rate of approximately on'e tenth of one percent.
For_a number of reasons, however, these data are certainly an underestimate
of the actual "unacceptable". hG>me improvement activity in Maine.· First, the
call to the Attorney General's Office is a toll call for anyone outside the
Augusta area. Secohd, because of the limited number of mediators av'pilab[e,
the line for registering complaints is open only. three ·hours per day. Thus, the
complaints received come only from the most determined of victims.
Oth~·r experiences in the area of con.sumer prbte~tion f~rther support the
concl_usion that complaints received in the Attorney General's Office are b~t a
Economic Imp.act of Proposed 1?-"ome Contractor Regulation '
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small percentage of the actual problem. ln one example; the Attorney
General's Office received 100 complaints about a telemarketing scam. Calling
the Better -Business Bureau, the Office discovered' that there had been 400
_ complaints lodged with that ag_ency.
In another instance, the Attorney General's Office investigated a frauduier.it
sweepstakes scam. While no complaints had been made to their Office, the
completed investigation revealed that 3,200 Maineresidents had been
victimized.

of

In short, tne actual :incidence
"u.nacceptable" home improvement activity is
· certainly far -greater than the ·extremely small percentages represented by
complaints lodged with the Attorney General's:office.
·
Another source of inf~rmation on· {h~ -!~velof un~1cceptable home improvement ·
.activity _in Maine is from a survey conducted by the Maine State 'Housing .
.
Authority (MSHA). MSHA, through its FIX-ME program_, provided funds to
Community Action Programs (~AP's) tp help low a'nd moderate _income families.
undertake home improvement?, In the summer and early fall of 1997, MSHA
su·rveyed 1:?,0 families from a list of 1,000 projects;· One o(the survey
questions asked respondents to.rate the over 9 ll quality of the work done to ·
their homes. Results showed that 77% gave contractors a rating .of 5-very
· satisfied-and 3% gave a rating of 1-oot satisfied·. 5
·
. While such a survey cannot be treated as representative of the state as a
whole, it does represent the best such information available. BE:cause the
· MSHA avoids any appearance of favoring any particular builder, program .
recipients were free to choose _any cont_ractor they could get. To the ,extent
that this _sample, being fr~m the universe of low-income ·homeowners, would be
less able to afford the "best" contractors, this complaint rate may be high. On
-the other 'hand, as consumers who may be grateful for receiving a favored loan,
· this sample may have been less likely to complain than the population at large.
In_ short, there is no a priod reason to treat this· s.am!)le as an under or c,lS an
ayer-estimate of the actual rate of "unacceptable" home construction activity
in Maine.
Applying this satisfaction rate to the $788 million home improvement activity
that could be covered by LD 1551 yields a total of $24 million in
"unsatisfactory'' home improvements performed in Maine each year. A three
5

Maine State Housing Auth0rity, Planriing and Government Affairs What Our Customers Think
About the FIXME Program, April, 1998, p. 11.
.
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percent problem rate would also mean that there were 2,400 incidences of·
"unacceptable" home improvements. throughout an average year over the
recent past. Multiplying this number by the average co.st of complaints lodged
.with th.e Attorney General's Office in 2002 indicates-a value of nearly $41.·. · · ·
million in "unsatisfactory" home improvement in Maine. Multiplying by the
median-Value· of $3,500 per complaint yie.lds a total figure of approximately ·
$8.4 mil'lion. .
·
,.
. Clearly using complaints to the Attorney General's Office as a proxy for total
"unacceptable" home improvements in Maine would result in an un.dercouht.
Not everyone hurt _by shoddy home improvement files a complaint. Since
conducting ah independent survey of home improvement experience•is beyond.
the scope of this report, the MSHA survey represents the best estimate for the
· purpo·ses of cost benefit analysis. But the total cost of "unacceptable" home
irnproveme·n:t activity remains difficult to specify, probably fal.ling between $10
million and· $40 million in recent years ... :
.

'·
··,,_·
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The Cost of Home Contractor Regulation in Maine

As noted above, the purpose of LD1551. is to "ensure that an applicarit is . ·
sufficiently competent to practice" home improverile.nt. · The cost of the bill
· will depend on what the state proposes to do to determine· and erifo_rce
"swfficiently competent." As these regulations are not yet specified., the best
way to estimate costs is to look to other regulatory programs. The most
appropriate comparisons for hqrne 1mprovement are the regulations
surrounding the licensing of plumbers and electricians.
In .gen.erat, there are.two types of.professional .regulation. The first sets and.
enforces standards for practitioners in a field. The second sets and enfon;:es ·
·standards for the work product of practitioners. In the first instance, an
expert panel defines the kri-owledge deemed necessary to allow someone to
· practice in the field and establisheS the testing procedure by which• an
applicant c::~rn demons_trate possessfon of that knowledge. The Electricians'.
Examining" Board, for example, d12_flhei the requir'ed knowledge' arid skHls and
approves the 'test by Which ~ppltcants
maj·become licensed...el~t't_ricia:ns.
· . · ·,.
.
:.-·•
.

.·
.

.

.

.

'

'

In t_he ;;ec:ond in.stance, the expert panel, or some other !Jody, defines work
. standafds ah°d approves projects· regardl'ess 'o{ the .license status of the: person
doing the work. In the example of electricians, the State or a Town·: e·nac:ts· an
electr1eql code anc:i sends in~pectors to evaluat(=_ all el~ctrical work:_ If. t~e . ,
work meets the code, it is ap·proved; if. it does not, it must be. redorie;· I~.· .• .
. short, for electricians, plumbers and oil burner technicians, regulation mean·s
that practitioners' must be lkensed· and Work 1Ti'Ust meet a code: ·
·
I'

LD1551 envisions a similar regulatory structure for home improvement .
contra-c:tors. It calls for the_,creation of The· Maine Home Contra.c·tor Licensiri·g
Board (§15343) and·aooption of the International Residential Code (§15355).
The Board is charge.d .v1ith establishing· and enforcing licensing standards ·
including:

✓ requirements for. pas!:iag~

'oi an

exami-i:iation approved arid ado·pted
by th~ boa.rd; which·. ·must include' a. _test of profk:i~nty in. the
International 'Res.identi'al Code;. ·
·
·
'

.

✓ requirelilents for

completed hours of trade experience .. .or
com1:Yarable educatibha.l° training, or: a combination cl trade:
experJence and educational training;

Economiclm._pact of Proposed Home Contractor Regulation
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✓

requirements for demonstration of familiarity with_ the Home .
. Constr·uction Cont~acts Act (MRSA Title-10, ·chapter 219-'A);and:

✓ requireme~ts for continuing· education· to .be ·completed by an
applicant as a. prerequisite to renewal· ·of a . home contractor's
license.
·
·
·In addition, the· Board '.'shall ensure. tr-iat dwelli-ngs are constructed and
impmved in accordance with the [lnterhatio'nal Residential] ·building ·code .. ~. ','
(§15355, #4).
.
.
.
'

'

Therefo'i·e the cost of the regulation· proposed hefe Will consist of four separate
el~me'nts: ·.
·
·
. · ·· · · · .
·
· ·. · ·· · ·· · .
'

'•'

•

•

l

5. tne cost to The Maine Home C0ntractor Lic.ensing Board of estab.li?hing
and administering the licensing exa~i~aHonj

,•·;

>:<·::.: ...

·· 6. the ~ost to ,the Bm~rd _of maintaini~~:li~~-~-;~iie,c:qrd~ and c~hti·~:ui~g .. : ', ·. '. ·. ·.:
.. ~ducation tr~~s,crfpts; o_f r.~spondjrigJo.c_6_D1Pla1rits· ~u1.c;f ehtorci~g: a~Y,· ·.. : ,. __.. ::_,_-:·
. license violations·;
·.
·
· .i
7 .. th:e c~st 'to th'e B·~·ard' ·of ~on.due.ting the :h.om·~ inspectio~s nec~~~~:r~\~·:·... ·.
. . ~,Dforce_ the bui-~~-ing code; and
.. · '... ·. ·.·.. ...,: .. · ._ . . :.: ·., ·' .. ;.: ,-:,.. ;·::-·· ..

to

8. the'·bo;t
the ~-;:plic~~:t,ot'"a·cqufring tne' l<no~i~dge_an'c1/of ~i;·~t.ie~·~~\_;_..·,:. : .,
· ,require_dto pass the lfte~sjiJ~{exa:mfr1ati_oh ..'': _._;,_ ,
. ·-·, ·.. _.:·-::> . /· ·--'_.:'.'·><:.·_···/--.
•.", • :.rn ..

••;•.,;•

• '•

.'•~•••

'• ';'

~ •• ·.

•

• ... • ,·,,

...... •:

.',•

• • _.: • •~ ,.: •: ..:•,:;.

1':,;:", ./;••.•~:::;.

The first cost consists -pr.imar,i,ly :of tbe time a licensing board must sp!=A9 . · •·. : •· ,, l< ·,
evaluating the tests it might require. Many states require home contractor
licenses, and many companies ·offer tests designed ·to measure "s_uff.icie.nt • .
competence." In _fact., the National.Associaticm of Home Contrac::tor•s;; Lieen.singAgencies .(NASCLA) js ~urrentlyin the process 'Of preparing a national
competenc;y exam in hopes,,of establishing a commor,i educational base and.·,·
easing multi-state licensing. 6
.
·
_·

>

· Once it is established, the first job _of The. Matne Hom.e Contractor_Lic:e.n?_i.ng .
Board wm be to· decide what stand_ards i,fwJshes fo ~stablish~ Vxh.etlier it y-tishes
to contract with ·a 'testfrig compai,y<to adrrilnister ~:n '~stablfa.hed test arid
. .
whether it wishes to add a Maine-specific portion to that test. Theron·e·-tinie
.cost of evaluating existing tests and testing companies and- developing a Mainespe•tific teh could vary wide[y. As'this would be.the first task of a riewl.y
6

See http:/ /www.nascla.org/nccep/index.htm
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·.

established.Board, it is likely to run between $75,000 and $100,000. Once th_e
t.est is selected, it would be most efficient to contract it out to a testing
company as is now done with the electrical and plumbing.tests. The fee for
administration and grading would depend on the complexity of the test, and
the total cost would. d~pend on .the number of people taking the test. .
.
.
If each of the 12,000 establishments-listed in Table 3 above (p. 8) -serit'one
applicant and the cost per applicant was $100; the. total cost of testing yvould
be $1.2 mi'llion. This would be reduced to the extentJhat the Board allowed
some to qualify on the basis: of years,:of demonst~at~d exp~rience anc;f to the.
extent that some home contra'ct,o'rs chose not to obtairi a license anci'_to ·work
· only for a· licensed contractor. Whatever the ultimate number of c;l.pplicants
seek1rig to take the test, this cost would certainly be _;paid by the :applicanfarid
passed on to ·consumers as an ·ir,icreased costof,d~'ing busin~ss.
.
;
·.
,

•

•,

.

,l. . '• '• ',

1

'

•

'

I

•

••

•.

'

:

,

•

,

,

The ongoing;cost of q. .li~ensing p·rognirri is i;he niaintena'nce of records. This i-slik(::'ly to .include conti2:t inforrjiat1q"r1. ·for:lice~sees!- test sco_ces an'ci continu·ing .
education activities as Yvea as c:ompla.Jhti'ah_d·atiy oth~-r;. information :. : ./ :
maintained on licensees. ihes-e c:ost~_'wilt'reqt.Jife'prtigrahT staff an·d wil.l-_qe .• '''.i
· included in the enforcement costs discussed beloW. · · ·
·· · · · ,: ·,, ·
Enforcement c:o-sts' vary with the number of licensees covered arid-the.degree of.
monitoring pro'vided. · Table 6 illust:-rate~' some of these costs as. they exist in_· , ,
Mafne.today.··. :,: .. · ·.··.
·; _:
'
·
·
,. · ·
. :1Ta-plei9
In.dices of Bufldfng Trade Regulation in Maine,:·
· Trade
n_umber of lkerisees ·

'

-

:state regulatoJystaff
sta,te budget (FY-2003)
permits iss-ued
Notes
I

.10,15.6'
5

.

.

'

· ·
·· . · Plumbers

Electricians

...

..

4,2_56 ...

.

9"

'

,,,,

. $_736,.317
·.
. 3,000

·oil & Solid Fuel
Technicians

$81~;932*_
40,000 pluriibi_ng
.. and 10, OQO .septic

.

..

4,70Q ..
3

;

'

$452,739

<

.

'
:~.

...

;

Permits, are only, ·
. for munkip0;lities P.~r!T]it~ are issued
wi~hout electriq,.l by focal plumbing_
... inspectors·.
inspectors;
..
...
Sources: phone conversations with Anne Head, Director, Office of Licensing and Registration,
Maine Department of Professfonal and FiAanqial Regulation and Russell Martin, Pr'ogram
Director, Wastewater a Plumbing Control Program, Bureau of Heilth Engineering, Department
of Human Services, August, September and November 20m.
*Includes cost of two positions ·i-n. the Department of Professiona.l and FinancipJ Regulation and
ali .estimate of the share of cost of the Bureau of Health Engineering;
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In the case of. Electricians, the state. licensing boards oversee· the examinations·,
maintain licensing records and provide field inspectors to approve work in · \
loca(iti~s without their own codes and to respond to complaints. In the· case o,f
plumbers, regulation is divided between the Department Df Profes;siori.al and
Financial Regulation which oversees the examination and· maintains two field
inspect01:s and th~ Bureau of Health Engineering which maintains. copies of all
plumbing and subsurface wast·e water.permits issued statewide, licenses site
evaluators for .subsurface _waste water disposal systems and conducts site .
inspections _to' a:ssist
. site evaluators, local officials, and property owners. · .
'

'

Base~ on. the experier{ces.of _thes~ ·agenc:·ies and their.current budgets~ it is, ,
reasonable_ to assume that th~-- -co'st of each field inspector, inclt1d.ing salary an q · .
benefits, transportation, cell phonei cleric:alsuppbrt, information management ·. •.
. equipment and offi(e supp~ie?,will Qe approximately $125;000. Based on
current staffing levels, it seems reas()~able to afsum~ 6ne. f1el·d insp·ector for.
every 1,000 licensees_. Bas~d_on vyhat '.p,r-.6grA!J.{~frect6r~ foet ·.is a staffing level .
. more suitable for providing apequ~te ~o;v~taffe/one field inspectorfor·ever/_:··
300 t0 _400 lice_nsees is ·c:aUed for._· ....:.,.,· .. ·:. ·.; . . · _.:·.. .-·.·...
· . · .:_

.'.i · ._ ·

Assurhingtha(LD1551· wHl.require lic~nsing J2,,000 home improyer.r,ent .
.
. contractors Vvho-tJnde.rfake- 9 pproximately 80,0.0Q .p~oje.¢ts .annu9tiy irpp[i~s-~: ..:
.. need for betwee'n '12 and 34 field inspectors and a budget expenditure of: .. :-.,: · , ,
between $1.5 million and $4.5 million .. On a per project basis, this amounts to
a 'cost of between $20 and $60. To the 'extent that fewer than 12,000 h·ome
contractors seek licenses': these· ccists . v!'1'll be .reduced;-, i ·.. ·: · ·.,·:> ·.-· ·
The third cost tb. be· 'incurred by the Board is that of· enforcin.g · the
proposed new statewidf; _bui[dfng code .. LD 1551 says that "the boc;J,rd. m?y.
contract wfrh muni.c:ipalities 6r with qualified private building inspectors_
to enforce th~ building code established·in th.is section" (§15355, # 5fa.'nd·
that '_'the board may not shift: the costs associated with· enforcit1g the
building code to municipalities". (§15355, #4). LD 1551 says-~hat ''as soon
as possible. after each inspecti6n of a dwelling, the board shc;J,ll provide. a
written notke of approval of the portion of the_ construction as completed
or shall spedfy any deficiency or fa.Hure to comply with the applicable
_code" (§15355, # .58). 7 The Board will, therefore, ·incur costs for
conducting· inspections, mairta{ning inspection records,. malling notices
and managing' appeals.· ,Assum_ihg 8.0, 000 projects, assuming .. half require
.

. .

'

!

7 LD 155.1 calls for inspections that "pr~vidE;; at a·ri'linitnum, for the inspection of the
found~tion, frame and completed·structure." (§15355 5,A;3)
'
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two visits and that each visit requires two hours including time for travel,
notification write-u·p· and administrative overh~ad at a cost' of $50 per
hour yields a total cost of $12 mil.lion.
..

'.

The final cost of regulation· is \h.at born by the ·applicant in acquiring the .· , .
experience, knowledge and skills required to pass the licensing e.xam .. Clearly,
·this cost will depend on the dffficulty of the test, but conversations with:.
several home improvement contractors indicate that "sufficient c;orripetence"
should be the equivalent of a two~year apprentice program with a master
builder.
One way of ~ttempting to measure this C(?St woLitd be to compare _such an ·
· ''apprenticeship progran1" to a ·s_tc;ir}dard two-year college degree and m..wltiply
· the cost of such an educ~tion b.y' fhe estimated number of a-pplicants fdrthe .
home-builder l'i'<:::en~e. Swc:h an_ .attemptJ hpwever,. wou[d irivo~ve :such.·:.
difficult{e:S as estimating the rn.frnber. of likely applicants ·and· evaluatfng the
cost qf their tirne in learning compared t9 the value _of th~ir..work contributior:i
to the· salfs· of._ the.c:_6mpar\y .offering'the apprentic:esh1p. ·. •.·· .
·
. ' ·.
'

•

J

.

.

•

•

a

In the end, the ·cost 6(all these ~~~ponents of 'licensing program y-1i'll be:·,·::. :_::.,:, ·.
passed on to .the home-improvement consumer in the form ·of higher prices and. ·..
or reduc·ed supply of contractors·. ·A better way .of e·stimating the total.cost of ·
the -licensltig program; therefore;· is to estiril'ate its cos't }1f the m'arket · · '. .
Ultimat~ly, the cost -of home· improvement regulation 'de'pends on the" answers
to two questions·; · '· · ·· · • ·
·.
.· : ·. . ·
· .· ·
. ·. · 1 ·;.'
,I,

•..

'.

.

'

..,.

.·

1. How many unlicensed tradespeop~e will see~ licenses? and
'

'

'!

I

,

•

•

for

2. '. How m'uch more W-ill' they charge
their services as a result of their"; . •' ·
licensing expenses a_hd the lfmitations on supply of home contractors :
that licensing produces?
'
r_ .
Table 7 offors soi:71e instructive first impressions.
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Table 7
Indices of Hourly Wage by Constructio_n Trade, 2001
Entry

.

.

Level Average

471081 Drywall arid C~ilihg 'i-ne Installers.
472130 lris'ulation Workers ·
47.2031 Carpenters
472051 Cement Masons, _Concrete ·Finishers

$9;58

$14.09

$9.47
$9,51

$14.01

$14.58 ..
s·15~ 16'

$13.56

$10. 65

. $16.34

;

$16.28

$12.66

$15.58

$12.75

$13.92
.:.· '

472-181 Roofers-. · :-' · ... : .·

avg licenser;!·- avg unJjcensed
, •$3.56 . $:(9_13":. : $3.77 . . . ·$:4'.'.21. · .. :. . . ·,. ·.
Source: Maine _Departmeqt·pf .Labor 2001 Annual Covere.d Employment and Wages (E~-202) . ' .. ··
...

'

•

• '

•

•

.

'

'

'.,J

'

-

:

.

,. '

.

.

For all' donstr~c'ticin Occ;:upatfbnsJ the averag~· hoc.i~ly ~age in'·2001 was $14.44; ._: .:
for the licensed trades (plu·mbirs"a'nd eledriciaris): it wK~ $17)3 and'for' ~·
' ·
selection of unlicensed. tr.ades most closely associated with home improvement
it was $1'3.24. ·The' difference .between the .licensed and. unlicensed .trades .,:.
a~ouhte.d.to .a,pp~·oxim:at~ly $4.cio' per.hqw,' a differenc/:;· of-approxfrnat~ly30%.'.
. · This differen.ce.:was shghtly _le~s for ·entry-leve.l positton·s and sUghtly .more' fqr· .
. expefi~h<::ed. tra:.despeop'li,· ,The lik~ly result of home contractor ,lice0?irig_ i-s .. :; ,:, .·· .. :.
. that a similar; though perhaps not as· great, differential Would develop,:-:: .. .:·'; ... ·
. between licensed home contractors and unlicensed construction workefs. ·.
•

•

,.

•

'

,.

'

'

•

'

''/1

;

I

•

•

•

•

•

:,

4

,-1'

:

.

'

·,

,

.'

f

'

'

Table 3 in Section 2 i3,bove lists 2, 128 businesses in. the various home · .
constructicm trad'es tha.t had emplo'yees and another 9, 943 so-le prC:lprietorsi. If
all of the covered businesses sought.to have
Le~st one person .be a licen:~;ed
home con.tractor and half of the sole proprietors sought licenses~ the-total
number of licensees w6ul9 exceed 7~000.

at

According to Bureau of the Censu's employment data, the ayerag~ size of a
covered establishment in the construction industry in Maine in 2001. was 6
employees. 8 Payirig qne of six employees 2.5% more represents a 4% increase
for the entire crew:. A 4% increase for the total p·ayroll reported -by'the 2,100
.covered employers amounts to approximately $10 million.
8

.

.

Bureau of the ~ensus County-Business Patterns
http!//censtats.censLis.gov/cgibin/cbpnaic/cbpdetl.pl
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Assuming that earnings amount to the same shar'e of sales for the ·9, 900 sole
proprietors likely to be covered by LD 1
as covered wages do for the 2, :1 O_O
employers implies a payroll equivalent for home improvement sole proprietors
of approximately $100 rTlillion. Assuming one half of these proprietors gave
themselves a 25% pay increase, results in ah additional $12.5 millibh in·cost to
the home improvement ·custoryier .. , . · ·
.

ssr

Finally, it is fmporfant to ackr:ioWledge two likely i'ridirect and opposite effects.
of home contractor licensing. First; restricting the supply of "legal'' home·.: ·
contracto·rs in the face of growing demand will result in mor~ ''illegaF' or ,
"unqer-the-table,,. actjyity. Pa(tly c;1.s a, result of the· survey noted above, the
..-Main~ St~te Housing Authority has initiated a pre-qu.alffitation re.·quirem.eritfor
revised ve·rsfon of its FfX)~E ho.me frnprovement loan program. 9 Td date only
-;·60 ·contractors have beeti·'qu~lifiJa,· ahd MSHA ·is· adiveli seeking mbre.> :.. · .
. Officials administering .tliis prograrrdeel that there· 'ts' "a: huge'heed for
qualified home imprqvement contractors." 10 The strong market for new
housing .and ,h.igh-end fehova,ti,Qh {nregions Where. p·roperfy yalues Kave 'beeh
boorni~·g have lecJ foahy quatjfied _cori~r_qt_tors :aVfaY· from·,-repai( ar\d into new .
con_str_uctiC?n pc:tjvity ... !h¢' ·c;:om.ti'i~·atiq~ of these market' condifidns in the'i_ .. · ·
hot.Ising ·market and the· dedining•cbndition of manu.fadurin'g
that · .
requiring litensed cqritrac::tors. for occupancy p·ermi.tt stateWide' wHl h·ave the
. effed: of drivj't{g 'more home iriiprovem~nt·actlvity'''under1g'round~" .:, ..:. . ·,

a

•

.

.·

J';li

I

:

•

'

·•1.w/

'

•

•.

•

•

,

,,,

·..... ··.. :.· :.,-_:·~·-·'·' :··:) :' <"'·.·.'·· ... ·:'•'.' ·:,_,.:.

is

.,

·meahs'

/.\· .. >:·.

'·

,:.·,;.:__,

. The second, and o°i:ipo'site, .effe~t of.t_he-?e"'cha-rige:S tlie.press~·'re'to·iricrease
the supply of qualif_fed home improvelfiJnt: c'tfhtractofs: MSHf+/cUrrefitl/' ;, ..
working wi:t~ the ~t9-te.'.s.Co'm_m,unity C,ol_lege ~ysten:1 to develop a. Home Repair·
Center to off~r in'ten~ive, on-site trair:iing in home' l'mpfovemE/rit for the ·
unemploy_ed a·n·cl tho~~ seekin'g career changes::· Including progress: tbWard:·a·
formal licen;~· and its promise of highJr e'arn{ng}/ will only enhance such' efforts
to attratt_compet~nt, 'responsible people to.the field of home im/:fr¢vemEint
.
contracting.',
·.. : '· .. · . .
· ··
' .
·. · ·
· :· · ··
1

To summarize:
✓

the one time cost of establi~hing a home contractor licensing test is
likely to be a:bout $100,000. Assuming that 7,000 t,ome contractors
seek licenses, that one half are allowed to substitut~ experience for

9

R~quire~ents are minimal, including demonstration of commercial liability, workers
compensation and vehicle insurance as well as presentation of a work history.
·
10 Phonf; c:oFJversation with Peter Wintle of M5HA 11 /12/03.
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taking the test and that the administrative cost of the test is $100 per
applicant, the ;initial- cost of testing would qe $350;000. Annual costs in.
future years would q_e greatly reduced as only _new entrants to the field
. woul_d seek licensing.
·
·
·
·
· .. · ·
✓. t-he ong·oing cost of maintaining .lic~nsee ·records ~-hd providing field
inspectors to spot check on compliance and tomplaints··is li_kely to be ..
about $1. 75 million. This is based on the assumption that there will be
-approx1rpately- 7,000 licens~es,. -that th~re should be a field inspector for
every 500 licensees:.and that the annual cost of a_ field .ir.rspedor is
approximat~ly $12~,bbo.
·
.:J;·

.

.

'

'

;•

.,,,

.

'

'

' ..

,,

..

'

'

-,(_ :the ongoin_g co_st of ~ode enforcement is _likely to be abou~ $_12 million. ·.
·. Thj?:.i:s t) 9sed on ·-the assumption th~t there wi\l be approximately -1.20,000 ·
. visits at tyvo hoyrs. per vfsit inclu,ding time for .trc1vel, _notification_ write.:
up and administrative
·overhead
at a.. cost of.$50'
per.hour.
·.
.
. '. .
:
.
~

'

'

.

•,,

✓

the total-.c~~t -~-;- hmn'e c~~t;a~to~ lic~~sing', i~ ·best 'estim'ated b:/
-c~tculati~g)t~)ikelygf;t~'cJs, bn _the .w~.ge:s of_ !i°bm,e i:ontrador workers . ;_ :, ',
. ~nd,tnus P,QJ~e ~ost to hdme im'.prov'ement c:_9nsume~s. Assum_i~g that i··.-:..' :·.
- one-worker fn;>m, each ,<;:>t the .approximatetY,~,,1'00 tove~e.d. emp_[9yer~l in:·_., ..
,,the home confracting business see.ks llcensing and.that ·one·halfoft'he : ..
~pproxi~atety:joJ_.doo sole 'propr)etors:in 'the hohl~ coh_trac'Hng'b'usfriess :··
. seek licensing.and that posses.sion of a _lice~~e· lead~ o\.:e·r·time a 25%.. .,
· -i_ncr;~ase jn,Vv9g~s,for;~ic~n~(?es)mpli~s. ~ J~tal Fb_st t~ M~i~eJ1ome··: .: . ,
imp_r.oyeID~nt.<;:ustomers ofapproximatfly S?J_million';'
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✓
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•

1
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In the short runr,home contra'ctor: lkensing wHl have the' effect of .
're~ucing the sµpp!y ~f ~o~~r~'c:tors a'nd' 'tti'us both drivtn'g UR t.bef ·c~st"of '
Jic~n~eq Wb~~ a.nd increasjrig 'th~ ~-CCLJ.r}-ence..of unlice0s~d, "Linder~!he_- table.~~ work;; in the lorig-run,. however; the combination
'of formal : .
t·,
licensing, hfgher earnin·gs and more widely available training prograrns
. will offset the short run cpsts by in<;:reasing the supply of qualified
contractors.
•
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v:· Sur

mary: The Benefit-Cost Comparison

The ben fits of horr:ie contractor regulation are twofold: first a redudion or: ·
e°Uminat Dn of shoddy or unacc.eptable home construction activity; and second
an overa l"intrease in the 'quality ofall home construction activity due t·o the
increase competence of home. contractors. As the Latter element. would be
virtually rripossible to measure, estlmates of the benefits focus on ·the former.
As noted in section Ill above, there is little hard evidence of the exterit of
"unacce table" home improvement actix;Hy, either in Maine or in the. nation as
a whole. One survey conducted by the Maine .State Housing Auth'ority indicates
tha-t 3% t home repair activities were rated as "unsatisfactory." Applying this
rate to t at portion of Maine's estimated total 2001 home improvement
expehdit res that would be covered by LD 1551, $788 million, indicates a total
of ~_24 m \ion "unacceptable''. home ~improvement act!vity 1n M9ir:ie. ·
To thee) ent that this "unacceptable" activity repres~nts·cost to Maine
consume ; and that home contractor licensing eliminates this cost, then the
benefit c. such regulation c·an be ·estimated ·.a:s $24 million .. T:o the f=Xtent that
. actual- lo $es. exteed the expe.ndit'i.1res o_n ."unacceptable" construction activity,
· the bene' 1ts woul-d be even 'g"feater. If, to take the extreme caset "making .
rigf:"it" th $24 milli_on of "unacceptable" construction required learirig it all out
and repl2 ~ing it, the .full cost of ''tJnaccep~able'' activity wouLd be _at leas~ $48
mfllion. · hus, the .benefit of eliminating this "unacceptable" activity would be
$48 milW n.
· .... ·
'
As noted 1 h section IV above, the.costs of regulation.include··th.e ·costs of .
testing, t. e costs of enforcement and the costs of acquiring skills. In a
practical, ense, howev.er, these costs will·. ultimately be reflected, in the costs
licensed I ome contractors will charge to Maine _cbnsLlm·ers .. Based on the
ex1sting v age· differential between licensed and·unlicens.ed c::onstr:uction. ·
· tradespec Jle and assumptions aboL]t the nLimber of home contractors likely to
seek licer )ing, the cbstof regulation is estimated to be approximately"$23
million.
·
· ·
·
t

•)

••

Th_e simp conclqsion of this analysis is thus that, if reguli:idon el.iminat.es· all
"ur:iaccep able" actjvity .and th.e. a_ssum"ptions about the effects on .~icensing ·
hold true, the direct benefits ($24 ·mlllion of avGided- "unacceptable" activlty)"
will just e, ceed the costs ($23 mil.lion of higher:· prices ·f~r coristru'ctiori
·
activity). ro the extent that indirect costs-tear out and replacement costsare avoi de ci, the benefits exceed the costs by a greater margin. Tb the extent
that regu\, tion, by effectively dicninishing the supply of "legal;' contractors,
Economic In ~act of Proposed Home Contractor Reguiation
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increases "under-the-table" home improvement activity and to the extent that
such activity is more lj.kely-to have "J.inacceptable"·results, the costs may,,in .
fact, exceed the benefits.
.
.
.
. . ..
.
Howey1;r, such a simple conclusion is not· the most important result of this
an_alysis. The most important result, rather, is the framework it creates for
analyzing the assumptions about costs and benefits. This framework allows .
policy makers to conduct a sensitivity analysis to see how the benefit/cost ratio
. reacts to changing the· underlying assumptions.' It allows them to .ask "What ·
· if?" questions and .examine
the results of
changing assumptions and conditf.ons .
.
.
,.

'

'

.

•

1

•

•

•

The key elements of this framework for estimating benefits ar.e the percentage ·
of home constri:Jction activ1ty in Matne that fr "unacceptable," the .ratio of .
total costs (true· damag{::'s and the co.st to remedy them)' to "unacceptable"···
activity and the :percentage of "unacceptable" activity that regulation will .
eliminate. Table 8 illustrates these .elements wfth_two examples. ·
•

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

I

· : . ·Tab 1IC~ 8
,
Elerhents·6tthe Be.nefits of Home Construction Regulation·'.-..·
Beneflts
high estimate low estimab:r
'
home:,construction sales ·
.. ,,
· c;ve,red by LD 155{_($ mi[ljon) '. -$788·
$788
~

,,

"

~

4%
ratio of total cost to
"un.acceptable" actiyity

..

:

"

2%

2.0

1.0

% of "unacceptable" activity
regutation will elimi_n:ate.

100%

5.0%

gross benetit'of 'regulatfon ($
million)·

$63

$8

If the actual amount of "unacceptable" home construction activity in Maine
each yea(i.s'-4% and the achia:l damage suffered is twice the amount spent on
"unacceptable'" activity'and regulation eliminates ·1'00% of the "unacceptable"
activity, the/gross benefits to'th'e State will be $63 miUf6ri1 To the extent that
_the values of the determinin:g·:p·arameters ·are smiller~ tne grGiss benefits will
be less..
··
·
·
The key elements of thi~ framework for estimating costs are the number of
· Economic Impact of Proposed Home Contractor Re~!J.tio_n
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home construction businesses that will seek licenses, the increase in wages
they will charge for licensed workers and the percent increase these higher
wages will mean for their sales. Table 9 illustrates these parameters.

Table 9
Elements of the Costs of Home Constructfon Regulation
Covered Employers.

·;•

Total

Sole Proprietors
''

high
estimate

low
estimate

hicrh
low
. :,
estimate 1·estimate

2,100

10,000

10,000

·
. 12,100 · 1'i:100
,

''$25,0

$100,

.$100' .

low·
. high
estimate estimate

Costs
establishments

2,100

'

payrqlJ ($ rn{lHOn)

S-2?0

'.
"

' .I

'

''

"

.

$350

•,:,.·

''

<,

'·$3'50

,.

'' :

..... l

''

% of estap-lishments ·'
seeking licenses

-100% i

# of licensees

2;100

1,575

10,000

'25%
2,500

% increase in wages
for licensees

30%

15%

30%

10%

n.a.

n.a.

% increase in costs

5%

2.%

30%

10%

n.a.

n.a.

$13

$4

$30

$3

$43

$6

gross e:::ost of
regulation ($
million)

r

75%' ·..

"

,,

·100%

•'

n;a .. .. .n.. a; .'.
12,100 . .4,075

lf all of the establishments currently involved in that portion of the home
construction business ih·Mai.ne that would be covered by LD 1551 seek lkenses
and increase the pay of licenses contractors by the 30% .differential that now
exists .between licensed and non-licensed contractors, the cost of regulation
would approach $43 milljon. To the extent that fewer contractors seek to .
become licensed and th·e pay differential does not approach 30%, the costs will
be less.
The central point to be made here is that policy makers can use this framework
to assist in making their decisions about the nature and goals bf the regulation ..
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If,

for example, regulators
decide as a point
of departure:
•·
.
.
~

✓ that 3% of home contracting activity in Maine is "unacceptable;.''.
✓ that the full cost of this activity is 20% greater thaFl the amount paid for
the construction;
✓ that 100%·of covered employers and50% of sole proprietors will seek
licensesJ . · ..
·
.
✓ that the costs of regulation will increase the prices of _covered employers
by 1%.and those of sole proprietors by 1'5%,

then the cost of regula'tion will' be $18 million'and regulation wi:ll have to

·

eliminate at Least 63% ·of th~ "unacceptable" activity to generafe $18 million
benefits and thus justify itself. 11,.,

·fr1

.

•

r

•

•

I

i

In short, the best use of this ana.lysis is for tho'se involved in. developing the
. specific regulations to be in~luded in LO 1551 to bririg their·b'esf judge·meht to
be~r in evaluating the lik!=ly; level of "unaccep·table" home construction and
repair activity and the likely impact of proposed regulations in .f::ed_ucir:ig it ..
C~mbining these judge(llent,s, they can decide··what level ,of regulation .is'· ·· ..
justified..
.
I

: ":•·

• '...

:·

'·

. I
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The Home ~onstruction Regulation Model accompanying this report provides a means for
exploring the outcomes of alternative assumptions regarding these key parameters.
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Appendix: Home Con$truction Complaints Lodged with
the Maine Attorney Genera[_'s Office
2002
Description of
Location

Wo:rk

Sagadahoc

ryew construction

Description of
Complaint
inferior

Cost
. $300!000
$175,000

Cumberland

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Sagadahoc

new construction

inferior

$175,000
$1.58,532

And ros!?oggin

new construction

inco·mplete/unsat_isfactory

Penobscot

move house

no show

$39,000

York

new construction

no show

Kennebec

new construction

incomplete/uns_atisfactory

~30,000
$29,600

new construction

incomplete/unsati~f.actory

$2s;qoo

Cumberland

''

Kennebec

•.new construction

Cumberland

constru~tioA repairs

'

'

'!'-•

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$21,000

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$19,932

Penobscot

roofing

in com pl ete/uns atisfacto ry

$18,220

Somerset

new construction

incomplete/~nsatisfadory

$18,.000
$1{000
,,
·"
$13,000

York

roof, siding, window

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Piscataquis

ne'w construction

Kennebec

new construction

incompl ete/u risatisfa~to ry
.
..
. '
.
inferior

Cumberland ·

roofing

incomplete/unsatisfactory

'

Cumberland

siding

Cumberland·

, flooring

· no shpw
·ir~prop~r billi~g

Cumberland

• .new\:onstruction

defect/inferior

·r

•,i

·t1

,1

$~2,000
$1,1,378

.·. $9,890
. $9,439
:. .
$8,927

Androscoggin

roofing

incmmplete/unsatisf_a<?lory

$8,700

Kennebec

roofing

no show

$8,450

Cumberland

new construction

inferior

$8,135

Hancock

new construction

no_ show

$8,000

Cumberland

roofing

no show

$7,873

Kennebec

rpGfing

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$_7,600

Cumberlahd

new construction

no show

Kennebec

roofing

ho show

$7,500
$7,500

York

roofing

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Cumberland

windows

o;vercharged

York

siding

no show/inferior

'.1 !

York

construction repairs

Cumberland

roofing

in complete/u nsatisfacto_ry
. leaks

~

$7;200
•1' .
$6,600
$6-,!500
$6,500
$6,089

Somerset

siding

inferior

York

roofing

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$!:i,500
$5,500

York

siding

no show

$5,270
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renovation

incomplete/unsatisfactory·

Cumt;,erland ·
Kennebec' ..

roofing

ieaks :

roofing'

incomp!ete/urisatisi§.ctor/

Somerset

construction repairs

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Androscoggin

roqfing

in~omplete/u_nsatisfactory

$4,800

Penobscot

roofing

inferior

York

roofing

loose/fiappirig .

$4,6?1
$4,500

Cumberland

roofing

no show

Penobscot

r?ofing

leaks

Penobscot

renovation

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Cumberland

roofing .

nci show/irirerio'r

$4;000
$3,950

Penobscot

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$3,800

York

roqfing

leaks

$3,594

•

roofing

iri26m pJete/unsatisfact0 ry

Penobscot

windows

no show

Oxford
Aroostook

:. ~r~'ddws

York

'.s .
:~

. incomplete/Unsatisfact9ry

Knox

yvindows
) rciofing .

Androscoggin
: .Kennebec ·
Cumberland
York

'r6'ofirig
:>;ofing/painting

· inferior

·

· · leal.'i.
icing/drafts
no.show.
·,, . incoriiplete/i.msa'.t_isf?-ctory

roofing

.ri:iofi~g
...

· :· lei'aks

,,

rehoVation
. 'reno'vation

$5;000 · ·
. $5,000

$4,000
$4,000

riew construction

Cumberland

'·

. ·: ·. · ·

Cumberland

Cumberland

'

$5,000
$5,000 ·.

Androscoggin

\ncomplete/unsat1sfactory •
poor work.manship•
no show ,;';,.

$3,500
$3,499 ·
$3,3~4
. $3,242
$3,200
$3,020
$2;850
'$2;600
$2,400.
$2;{)88
$1)50
. $1',500 ·...
$1,050
. $1,000

Androscoggin

roofing

Cun:iberland'

ci:instruction repairs

''interior ·

York

'r,ew; construction

inferior

$900

York

hew construction.

incomplete/unsatisfactory.

York

.' new construction .

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$900
$875

.,:

Kennebec

porch
,:...

no show

O)Cford

co.ristruction repairs

no show

York

roofing

no show

Cumberland

mas~nry

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$850
$8('.)0
$800
$625

Cumberland

·reiiovati0n,

Cumberland

new construction·.

failure to aikiw td caricel

$600
$500

Cumberland

hew construction

no show

$400

Cumberland

roofing

leaks

Cumberland

roofing
. roofing

detect/interior

$375
$300
$300

roofing

defect/inferior

$100

York
Cumberland

'ii,complete/unsatisfactory

leaks
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Androscoggin

roofing

Androscoggin

new construction

Androscoggin

windows

Cumberland

new construction

$0

leaks

$0

defect/infe(ior ·

......
•,

Cumberland

new construction

Inferior

siding

interior

Cumberland

new·construction

Incomplete/unsatisfactory

Cumberland

:=,idihg

inferior

Cumberland·

sidirig

. ,lr,f~rior

Cumberland

.windows

defect/inferior

Cumberland

construction repairs

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Cumberland

paving

Cumberland

,coristruction repairs

Kennebec

sidihg

Kennebec

ro·ofing

inferh?r.
no sliow
. defect/iriferior
·no show

Knb)(

,:riew. construction

incomplete/u,r:i,9,qti.~factory

Knox

·new construction

,incompl,ete/unsatisfact.ory

hew ·construction

incomplete/unsati~factory

Penobscot

.. ,renovation

Penobscot

.. roofing

leaking

Washington

paving

inferir;ir

new construction

incot);l,rl etr/u ns~ti,sfp~to ry

Washington
York
York
Total

. .', new construction
roofing'

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$.0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
,$0
'
$0
$0
.. ·..$0.
... $0

inc~mplete/unsatisfactory

Cumberland

Penobscot

; $0

incomplete/unsatisfactory
.

. inferic::ir

. l!:'laks,

. jncompleteiunsatisfact~ry
.

',··

,.

$0

stfil;Jct~r~, .; • .. .

Adjusted Total (total lf those without cost had median.cost)
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..:;,

.$0

$1,30t,378

•1·

·

1

$1 ,'421,378
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2001
Description of
Work

LocationAndroscoggin

.new construction

Cumberland

rooting

defect/inferior

$75,607

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$40,0bO

new construction

incomplete/unsa-tisfactory .

$34,000

new construction

no show

$27,000
$25,000
$23;000

Cumberland
Cumberland

new construction

failure to perform adequately .

Androscoggin

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Kennebec

construction.repair

iriconipfete/unsatisfactory

Hancock

new construction

incomplete/uns~tisfactcfry

Kennebec

new construction

Kennebec

. : new construction

Knox
Cumberland

winc;lows
:?onstruction repair

$20.,000
. :$1·8,:191

defect/Inferior•.·'· ... - '
•' 1' ·incbin};:1~fa/unsatisfacto~

new construction

faikfre t8'provide refu~d

· $16,200

li:i'aht · ~·,.. ·:· . ·,; ·· ·.' ·:

.·new c~nstruction

incomplete/unsatisfa6t~ry

$15,00_0
.\1$~4,614.

York

.,

Kennebec

· new construction

·"

Penobscot

: ·construction repair
. '·.'reFJOVaticm
.

.lncornplete/~risatisfactory- .
lncomplete/unsatislact6ry
...l0complefe/Uns i:itis~atio

ry

. ·inco~plefe/&~·salisfactory

···$10;400 . ',
·· ......:.•.
,· .
$10,131
· $10,-000 ,,, :.:...

-

,I'.'·,

.......

.. ·:,$s;doo

York·
Ar-idroscoggin· . :~~bfin~ ,... ,·

. ::iii~Olripfe.te/unsati~faetory . : .

:$s;6s2

iric6mplete/unsatisfa6tory .

$8,600

·Kennebec

'rodfing

. ·defe.ct/infe'rk>r.. •· · ··:·

Hancock

new construction

>· .->·

overcharged

'$.8.600
$8,50(5°

Penobscot

new construction

jnccimplete/urisatisfactory

$8,500

Cumberland

new construction

iricomplete/unsatisfactory

$8,400

Kennebec

roofing

defect/inferior

Kennebec

roofing

defect/inferior

$8,200
$8,000

Oxford

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$8,000

Androscoggin

roofing

no show

Lincoln

siding

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$7,850
$5,600

York

r-bofing

no show

$5,600

Kennebec

paving

overcharged

$5,180
$5,000

Hancock

· new construction

Kennebec

roofing

fncornplete/unsatisfa.ctory
n·o show

Knox

siding·

defect/Inferior

Penobscot

roofing

incornplete/unsatis.factory

Hancock

siding

incomplete/unsatisfactory
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.,

$16,590

_con,struction repair
. :·~iding
new construction

, .•

inferior
i,ncomplete/uns~tis.factcrry

Cumberland

Sagadahoc

't

.$22,570
$2-0,000
$20,000

Waldo ..
· Kennebec

. ·t

· $85,250

incomplete/unsaUsfactory

Hancock
. Lincoln

,.i, .,

Qescriptibn of Complaint Cost

$5,000
$4,909
$4,586$4,379
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.

•:,·

Cumberland

siding

no show

Kennebec

roofing

defect/inferior

Hancock ·

roofing

defect/inferior

Cumberland

roofing

incomplete/unsatisfactory .

York

roofing

Penobscot

ro~fing

leaks
i ncompl etehi nsatisfacto ry

York

roofing

no show

York

roofing

defect/inferior

roofing

incomplete/unsatisfactory

York

Androscoggin . roofing

defect/leak

Cumberland

r.oofing

leaks

Knox

new construction

overcharged .

roofing

defect/inferior

$2,se,o ;

siding

defect'inferior

.roofing

no.,shmy

Penobscot
Kenn~bec
'

Androscoggin .nei"I construction

no show

Androscoggin ·· ..roofing.

leaks

York

·· .. roofing

no.show

Kennebec

.roofing.

defect/inferior

Kennebec

· · ·roofing

defect/inferior

_Androscoggin- ·., roofing
Cumberland · ' windows
Liricoin

$3,300
. '$2,884
$2,850
$2,848,
$2,700 ,•·,.

· roofing

Ani:lroscoggin

$3,500
$3,480

ihcomplete/unsatisfactory .

Penobscot

'

$4,300
$4,200
$4,150
$3,900
$3,640
$3,600

'· · .;:.rooting

no show
.no show
no show.
. ,incompiete/unsatisfaciory

Androscoggin.

roofing

Cumberland ·

ne'v'.(' construction

incompleJe/unsatisfactory . ·

Kennebec ·

r:oofing

no show

Androscoggin

roofing

no sh6W.

C.urnberland

new construction

inferior'

Kennebec

rooting

no show

Kennebec

siding

dE;ifect/inferior

Penobscot

siding

defect/ih'feribr

Oxford

roofing

no show

Cumberland

new construction

incqmplete/unsatisfactory

Lincoln

.roofing

no show

Oxford

·roC:Jfing

defact/irifedor

Kennebec

new construction

no show

Kennebec

flooring

York

new construction

Inferior
incorT)plete/unsatisfactory•

Hancock

·new construction

no show

Penobscot

roofing

defect/inferior
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$2;~68-:;

;'!p2,500. ,: .
· ,$2,500
: . $2,450' '.· ..,
$2,260 , ,:. ,'
.. $2,200 ·.: ';,,
$2,050
. $2,000
. ,$2_,.000
', . $2,000

. ,, :,

: ·.:$1!975i·::.>· ..., ..
$1,810
$1,800
$1,600
$1,600
$t,600
$1,595
$1,523
$1,500
$1,344

...,.,.

$1,300
$1,300
$1,200

$~ ,161
$1,125
$1,000
$1,000
3).

Lincoln

construction repair

incomplete/unsatisfactory

York

rooting

defect/inferior

Sagadahoc

·windows

no show

Knox

new construction

oyercharged

Oxford

construction repair

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Penobscot

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Kennebec

construction repair

inferior ·

Cumberland·

new construction

no show

Cµmberland

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

· roo~ing
new construction

Knox
Penobscot

defect/inferior
defectiinferior

new construction

Androscoggin

roofing

leaks .·

windows

defect/inferior

Androscoggin . 'new construction
·Androscoggin'.·· 'tooting

· inferior
f~ilure to perform -ad~qu0tely •

Aroostook . . 'construction repair

inferior

Cumberland • : sidi'rig

warranty

Cumberland

.incomplete/unsatisfactory••
leaks
,.; ·· ..

>\,e~ construction

Cumberland : ;roofing
Cumberland

paving ..

: Cumberland, . .roofin'g
.Cumberland :. foofing
Cumberland··.
cons·tructbn ·

,;neJv
' .. -

Cumberland

new construction

Cumberland

·• · r\ew construction

Franklin

!siding

franklin

new construction

· franklin
Hancock.

. : roofing
hew construction

Kennebec

.· rbe>fing

Kennebec

· construction rep.air

$0

..

$0
.... :.,.'.. ,$0 ; .

leaks .

$0
$0
·'$0
$0
$0

leaks
· incomplete/un.satisfact~iy :•. ·
'inferior·
overcharged
defectiinferior
incomplete/unsatisfactory•·
i~complete/unsatisfactory

$.O
·: ,.

incomplete/unsatisfactory
inferior
incomplete/unsatisfactory·
leaks
incomplete(unsatisfa.ctory

roofing

Kennebec

paving

Kennebec

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Kennebec

paving
new construction

Kennebec

paving

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Kennebec

new construction

cracks
incomplete/unsatisfactory

Kennebec·

siding

inferior

Kennebec

siding

defect/inferior

roofing

in comp lete/u nsatisfacto ry
:t
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.. $0.:,,: ..
;$0 ·.
• $0.

1' ••• ::.

c;;r'acks

Kennebec

Kennebec

$i00
$0
$0
. $0
$0·,;

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Cumber! 9 nd
. ·Androscoggin'

$800
$800
$525
'$500
$500
. $500
$350
$260
$200
$200
.. $i43.

','

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
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Knox

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Lincoln

roofing·

inferior.

Oxford

roofing

no show

.·,

Penobscot

roofing

lea:ks

Penobscot

new construction

no show

Sag'adahoc

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Sagadahoc

constructio'n repair

incomplete/unsatisfactory

. Sagadahoc
Sagadahoc

· rpofing
new construction

$0
$0
$G
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

leaks

inc?mplete/u nsatisfacto ry

Sagadahbc

new construction

incomP.lete/unsatisfactory

Somerset

roofing

leaks

Wilda-

construction. repair

in_complete/unsatisfactory

Washrn~jton

constructi0n repair_

incomplete/unsaJisfactory

Washington

construction repair

inconiplet_e/unsatisfa~tory

York

roofing

leaks

York· ..

new construction

-incom~lete/unsatisfactorj__

;' $0
$0

,"\-.

AdJLisfe1d Total
'
,.

,,

$735,8~9
$i30?,s°59

Tot-i:l.i

~··
"

i,

·.•!

I

I'

.;..
,,

.·•1
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2000

~-,_r,

----=-:-----..

Location

Description of
Work

York:

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$205,000

Lincoln

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$146!000
$34,000

Piscataquis

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Kennebec

renovation

inc'omplete/unsatisfactory

Somerset

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

York

construction repair

incomp[ete/urisatisfactory

Cumberland

r.oofing

inferior.·

Penobscot

windows

defect/inferior

Penobscot

construction re~air

intom~Jt:,te/unsatisfactory

Cumberland

new construction

no show

Hancock

renovation

incomplete/unsatisfactory

roofing

leaks

renovation

ihccimplete/unsatisfactory
incomplete/unsatisfactory '

Psnobscot
Curr;iberland
York

.:··
;

.

,'
.'
,.

: : . new construction

Cost.

$25,365.
$151892 .
$9,500 ·
$8,000
$7,400
$5,800 ·
,I

Kennebec
Penobscot

'

Description of
Complaint

.

$5,50Q.
·$s,ooo.·
..
''\,,
$5,000 •
$5,000, ,, ..

roofing

leaks

$5,0Q0.
'$4 400 .·., · · ·
$tii6tf·,:

·'.:roofing"

failure to provide refund

Kennebec

new construction

overcharged

$3,509.

Cumberland

roofing

leaks

Somerset

roofing

leaks

$3,500
$3,360

York·

windows

defect/inferior

$3,109

roo,fing

no show

$2,800
$2,000
$2,000

· Androscoggin
Penobscot.

foundation

incomplete/unsatisfactory

York

construction repair

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Knox

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$1,700

Penobscot

new constructio'n

inferior

$1,600
$1,365
$1,300
$1,200

Androscoggin

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Cumberland

construction repair

inferior

Androscoggin
. York

•

roofing

no show

roofing

inferior

York

new construction

failure to provide refund

Penobscot

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$1,,200
$1;100
$1,066

Cumberland

renovation

incomplete/unsatisfactory ·

$950

Cumberland

new construction

fn com pl ete/unsatisfacto ry

Cumberland.

roofing

no show

$925
$892

Lincoln

siding

defect/inferior

$888

York

roofing

leaks

,$750

Kennebec

roofing

leaks

York

cons·tryction repair

inferior

$725
$426
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Cumberland

roofing

$330

Cumberland

siding

no show
no.show

Hancock

construction repair .

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$i78
$i44

Sagadahoc

roofing

leaks

Penobscot

roofing

overcharged

$250

$62

Androscoggin

windows

failure to allow to cancel

$0

Androscoggin

windows

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Cumberland

new construction

defect/inferior

$0
$0

Cumberiand ·

roofing

leaks

$0

Cumberland

roofing

inferior

$0
$0
$0

Cumberland

roofing

leaks

Cumberland

windows

inferi_or

Cumberland

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

Cumberland

new cohstructipr:i

no show

$0
'$0

Kennebec

new construction

incomp_lete/unsati~factory ·

Khox.

windows

defect/inferior

$0
·$0

Lincoln

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$0

Lincoln

roofing

leaks

$0

Oxford

. roofing

Penobscot
·. Somerset

inferior

$0-

windows

no show

.roofing

leaks

$0
$0

Somerset

new coristruction

inferior

$0

Somerset

s"iding

nn·show ·

._Somer~et
Waldo

. new construction

fncomplete/unsatisfactory

$0
$0

new construction

incomplete/unsatisfactory

$0.

York

siding

harrassment

York

roofing

failure to honoT contract

;$0
$0

York

construction repair

overcharged

$0

York

windows

defect/inferior

York

construction repair

inferior

York

construction repair

incomplete/unsatisfacto~

$0
.$0
$0

Total
Adjusted Total

Economic Impact of Proposed Home Contractor Regulation

$527,986
$550,236
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APPENDIXE

State Regulation of Buif.ding Trades
(Percent of states by type of regulation; 50 states

= 100 percent)

04%

ml 12%
□ Residential Licensing Only
: . llt'Re'srde'nflal:ano'C'o•mme-rcial' tice'nsin·g·
El Residential, Commercial & Specialty Subtrades Licensing·
@ Registration
·
rn Other Requirements
□ No Regulation

Residential,
Coinmer.cial
& Specialty
Trade ..
•,
Licenses

Alaska
Arizona
Arkans·as
California
Hawaii
Michigan
Nevada
New Mexico

..

· Residential &
Commercial
•'·ucenses '
w/ dollar•
·minimums

Residential &
Commercial
Licen~es

.Alabama

Residential
-Licenses

Registration

Other

·No Licenses

,·

Delaware

Maryland

($10K/$5OK)
Louisiana-·
($50,000)

Florida

Minnesota
(and roofers)

Mississippi

Massachusetts

· ($5OK/$1OOK)
S. Carolina
($5,O'00)
Tennessee
($25,000)
·Utah
($1,000)
Virginia
($1,000)
. · W, Virginia
:' ,. ($1,000)

Connecticut
Montana
(over $2,500)
New Jersey
(residential)
N. Dakota
(over $2,000)
Rhode Island
(and roofers)
Washington

Colorado

Illinois
(roofers cert.)
Wisconsin
(financial
responsibility
certificate)

Georgia
Idaho
Indiana
Iowa·
Kansas
Kentucky
Maine

..

Missouri

N, Carolina

Nebraska

Oreg?n

N. Hampshire
New York
Oh_io
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania

S, Dakota
,

Texas
Vemiont
1 O states

8 states

3 states·
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APPENDIXF·

lZO. Previous efforts. The details of any pr~vious efforts in this State to implemen:t
. ,_ '""egulation of the profession or occupation;
Summary of Building Contractor Registra'fion/Licerisfug Legislation
1985-1999

_,I

Prep~red bv the Maine Legislature's 0ffjce of-Policv and-Leg-al-Analysis-·
LD and Session
Disposition of legislation
120thLegislatur~ (20'01-2002)
.
LD 1731 AA to Require Registration of
ONTP (committee requested.Sunrise
Building Contractors.
Review on draft amendment)
LD 310 AA to Require Bonding of
ONTP (died in committee)
Building Contractors
119th Legislature (1999-2000)
LD 2060 AA to License Home Building
. Contractors
-I
.· ·. . . LD 2163 AA to Require Contractor
Registration
·- ·
:

ONTP (carried over from 1st to 2nd
session; died in committee)
ONTP (died in'committee)

118th Legislature (1997-1998)

.

.

-. · · ·: · LD 1005 AA to Proyj_de for the Licensing

ONTP (died in committee)

. ..
'.
.
. .
·. ..
LD 1595 AA to License Home Building
Contractors .

ONTP (died in committee) ..

of Ihulding Contractors

·· · ·: ·1 i 7th Legislafure (1995-1996)
. ·· . . · LD 489 AA to Require Contr~tor .
Registration -:_ - · .
_.. ··_.: . ;.· .. LD io44"AA to License.Cori.tractors-and
: Builders
Lb. µ94 AA to Prohibit H'ome ~pair
_·~aud and Establish Aggrayated Penalties .-

ONTP/OTP-A (died on floor)
ONTP (died in co:i:nmittee)

Enacted (4/11/96) PL 1995, c: 681
(17-A, §908, 32, §§4667, 4682-A, 4.6-88,
14512)

! 16th Legislature (1-99~-i994)
.
LD 699 AA to Regulate.Home Repairs by
Transient Contractors
LD 1315 AA to Establis~ a Registr'ation
. System for General Conttactors :
!15th Legislature (1991-1992).
LD 993 AA to Regulate.Building
Contra_ctors
LD 22-04 AA to ~egulate Home Repair by
Trans1ent Contractors
114thLegislature (1989~1990) & 113th
Legislature (1987-88)
112thLegislature (1985-1986)
LD 1892 AA to License Contractors/
Subcontractors to a Statewide Building Code

\

/

Enactecl-_PL 1993, c. 444

ONTP/OTP-A (died on floor)

L V /WD (Leave to withdraw report ·
accepted)
ONTP (died in committee)

NIA

ONTP (di~d: in committee)

